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WE'LL have to content ourselves with
war, now that haseball
has closed up shop.
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OCTOBER

3,EDAY,

CITY EDITION

14,1914.

Loudon, Oct. 14. Portugal has nnct jet declared war against Germany
it was learned in London today that a mobilization of Portuguese
troops will be ordered tomorrow, that Portugal is preparing for all eventualities and if she participates in the war it will be on the side of Great
but

ir it

Britain.

a

Petrograd, Oct 14 (via London.) A patrol of Cossacks, while hidden
in a forest near Warsaw, brought down a Zeppelin air ship by well dlL
rected fire. The crew of the Zeppelin was saved. The ship itself was
not seriously damaged and was Interned at Warsaw.
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Portugal Begins Mobilizing Her Army Preparatory for War
certain German newspapers' concerning the pretended destruction of two
ON- divisions of French tv.valry. This information is absolutely erroneous.
The truth is that certain forces of
French and German cavalry, with supports, have been 'engaged for several
days along the front at La Bassee,
Estaires and Baltieuio.
CITY
"The German cavalry succeeded in
making a very slight nlvance between
the canal of La Bassee and the Lys,
TSING TAU, CHINA, PREPARES
but they were obliged to draw back
FOR AN ATTACK BY
in the north of jys.
TROOPS
"The losses sustained by the Gerf
man cavalry are assuredly as perDEPARTS
anxious to reach Amiens and thus se- ceptible as our own. One of the Ger- AMERICAN CONSUL
cure control of the railroads to the man divisions suffered' particularly
ALSO
north
and to the south, but accord- because it was pursued during one WOMEN AND CHILDREN
TO
ARE REMOVED TO PLACES
ing to a French official announcement entire day by our aviators, who did
the allies have checked their move- not cease to throw bombs on German
OF SAFETY
STREETCAR LINE TAKEN UVfR BY
ment in this direction and n.ad; a troops.
1118
TO
"Alarked advance between Arras and
IN CLOUDS
"Another case Is the' fact that the HE DISAPPEARS
Albert," where the principal German Germans announce they are undereffort centered.
in the Capital City is Reported in Spite of Evident Attaking the investment of Verdun. In TEUTONIC
AVIATOR THUS ES- Trouble
of
The
armies
the
along
intermixing
to
OF
this instance, also,"
learn the truth,
CAPES FROM A PURSUING
tempt to Surpress the News Rival Leaders Ecjjajje in Friend'
a front of hundreds of miles appears it is sufficient to refer to the situaNIPPONESE
ly Conference, While Maytorena's Army is Engaged in
today be as chaotic as Is the news tion as set forth,, on several different
concerning the operations furnished occasions, in the French official comAttacking Constitutionalists at Naco
Tokio, Oct. 14. It was declared ofby jthe Intelligence departments of munications.
in Tokio today that the Amerthe
different
The
headquarters.
"The Germans have not succeetltd, ficially
at Tsing Tau, W. R.
consul
ican
French armies are declared to be up to the present, lime, in hurling
Oct. 14. Secretaiy arrived, stating that a situation simiof German and Washington,
number
a
and
Peck,
au
at
th-Bac,
Berry
gaining ground
Cirrison today telegraphed Governor lar to that at Naco had arisen at
fortified posithemselves against
Chinese women and children, are to Hunt of Arizona that the diapatr-- of Douglas, Ariz., and Secretary Garrison
northwest of Rhelms, and, at Souain, tions at Verdun. 11'
how-evehave,
Tau tomorrow. An en-- r
on the east side of the cathedral city,
. to
n leave Tsing
state militia to .Kaco 'or to Dougta. immediately telegraphed that two a
made two '
and Jap-uubetween
.'cmeut
vhllo at least one" portion of f r.p, 'ier--' viilowv at a
doinz everythinpr'that could ditional troops of cavalry had been
sir', no
, i u1
'be
a aeroplane took place, over Tsing
man army under the Duke of
the situation fnd ordered from Columbus, N. M., t
are
French
forces
which
'complicate
greatly
operating
OF HEAVIEST ARTILLERY
was
WILL BE A BATTLE
.. ...
there Douglas.
is stoutly holding its posi- around Verdun. One or these efforts Tau yesterday. Neither aviator
United States-forc- es
the
that
rose to
I rouoie
tion between the plains of the Marin. was characterized by their attempt hurt. The German machine
at uougias
are now doing everything hat could
of 9,000 feet and disappeared
The report from General Bliss,
Again, further to the east, the French to go through the Argonne forest be- a height
be done to protect American lives
in the clouds.
and property which are exposed to which was placed before the presi
Teutons, Equipped With (he Weapons that Battered Down Liege, oc.vpy Apremonte In the forest cf the tween Binarville and Varennes. It
of will be recalled that this, movement
Argonne, well to tne northwest
danger by fighting Mexicans across dent today by Mr. Garrison, stated
Under White Flag
are Expected to be Able to put up Determined Fight Little Verdun, and Verdun Is the position
the
line, short of actually invading that Naco, Ariz., and Naco, Sonora,
losses.
with
failed,
very Important
14. According to ad-- j
Oct.
Peking,
of
the
Battle
From
the
Rus
under
which
the
the
German
is
Aisne,
fvW Ha nrtvlse,! tne governor to were practically on town and that
army
Change
Reported
We did not even announce at the time
vices reaching here from Tsing Tau
2,500 constitutionalists under General
crown
so
for
has
nnuence to prevent Arizona
been
prince
long
that two German battalions had been
sians are Driven From Lemberg, Galicia
for the
made
been
have
to
Hill were entrenched in a semi-circlthemselves
to
reduce.
from eposlng
attempting
annihilated in this engagement
'
R.
Peck,
W.
that
from
removal
city pf
To the east of the position of the
flanking the international boundary.
fl
er8 ' ,
"The other enveloping movement
the American, consul, and ten other,
Governor Maytorena, with 3,500 troops.
The attempts of the Germans t o crush the left wing of the allies in crown prince the French are said to on the part of the Germans, underI have just received your tosuuii
The transfer of these
mostly Yaqui Indians, faced them la
numerical
the old French province of Picardy continues with little to indicate the be pushing toward Metz. It Is report- taken In much greater
October 13. We have at the pres- - a
of
made
be
the
to
jviil
Japanese
ed
in
to
people
crown
that
order
parallel line about 1,000 yards away.
the
Improve
-ucrossof
icourse
the battle.
strength, was directed toward
is ent time at waco, ai-..It
white
a
under
flag.
tomorrow
Neither
side, according to General
of
chances
reducing Verdun, ing the Meuse In the region of St.
cora-T.iThis afternoon's French official statement says that the operations of prince's
bombardment of cavalry and two machine gun
the
that
nderstood
seemed
some
sufficiently strong to
of
the
Bliss,
released
from
guns
siege
are
me
Mihiel. If the Germans succeeded in
the allies as far as the Oise
developing normally.
General Bliss reports to
,v tn .Tnnanese will
an
now
on
to
are
the
attack, but it was reported
njake
way
join reaching this river,- in the front beOf scarcely less Importance and with the same ultimate object in Antwerp
thai if the local Influential men oi to
October 171.
men were coming to the
Saturday,
him
2,000
gin
hint.
tween Maizey and Chauvoncourt, all
view is the struggle of the German s from Antwerp to reach the coast.
Neco will help allay the excitement aid of Governor
Killed
Maytorena. (
Germans
Many
deliresituation
has
revealed.
a
this
been
Paris
of
announced
their efforts to advance further
Nothing definite
it will greatly aid in handling
American Ship Held
A dispatch to the Reuter Telegram
sulted In failure. These German forces
cate situation. One of the greatest
fighting In the region of Ghent Tuesday and that English and French
Foolhardy Spectators
Washington, Oct. 14. Details of
from Ostend, under date of found themselves
Fourteen troops of cavalry and two
troops have occupied Ypnes, a Belgian town in west Flanders, 30 miles company
caught on the flank th' seizure by British cruisers of the embarrassments arises from the ac
October
11, says:
of our troops, which
southwest of Brueges.
by detachment
and' jf tivity "of the inhabitants of Naco, machine gun platoons are patrolling
engagements advanced from the south to the north American steamship Rio Passig
"Following violent
A report from The Hague is that 50,000 Germans have entered Ghent,
paces, who the border and all citizens have beem
her detention va'f Hong Kong as ja. Ariz., and of surrounding
line. ordered to keep under cover. Much
a large number of them later leaving for Brueges with the purpose of con-- '' near Quatrecht and 'Mellex, more than through the southern section of the
near
the
to
boundary
get
showattempt
received
here today,
COO Germans were killed and a
prize, were
large
the
to
observe
fighting.
tinuing to Ostend. A dispatch from Ostend says that only a few Belgians number of others wounded. The ma- heights of the Meuse and through the
difficulty has been experienced with
ing that the vessel was charged with
southern section of the Woevre
of
and British remain in Ostend, indicating that; the allies' armies have gone
short
spectators, and at one time a procesare
everything
"We
other
and
doing
rine fussileers with bayonets" took
endeavoring to supply coal
east to meet the Germans.
com sion of 60 automobiles with sightthe
east-er- a
and
Mexico
in
driving
cruisers
to
invading
German
400 German prisoners.
The enemy
supplies
at Havre, France.
The Belgian government has been
batants away by force, that we pos seers from Bisbee, Ariz., was stopped
waters..
was obliged to retire In the direction
A Petrograd dispatch says it is believed there that a great battle beGermans Expect Victory
In
Manila
owned
was
sihly can do. Additional troops wouiu by the American troopa.
The Hio Passig
of Oredegem.
The battle began again
forces Is being Waged afong
tween the Russians and the'Austro-Germa- n
General Bliss telegraphed Secretary
under
sailed
and
firm
a
14
this morning In the neighborhood of
to
sptjje of any use to us in doing what
wireless
Oct.
Philippine
Say by
(By
Berlin,
it- Garrison during the night
the Vistula river.
u
uuner
us
advising
to
ao,
fU
of
for
is
Tkil!nr.inG
cargo
it
a
wtth
proper
1UA
li t' r illllLM,!tlt7
i)le, Ij. I.) The news from Antwerp ,1..
The Germans made an aeroplane attack on Nancy Tuesday, hitting a Lyds."
Were you to send strongly against permitting the Ariwas received last evening. No extra coal, ostensibly bound for Guam. She circumstances.
,
railroad train and injuring three persons.
rtid ero through the form of state troops to Naco It couiu oniy ntve zona troops to go to the border, sayeditions of the papers announced the
Vy.ill Attack Ostend
the
It is reported from Berlin that the Germans ar preparing to attack
which
additional
ns the oniy
thing
fall of the Belgian town, but the fact making a vovage as documented, but the effect of further complicating
Belfort.
The Hague, Oct. 14 (via London).
at
situation and adding a new element j could be done would be to use force,
cargo
her
of
instead
discharging
became
and
the
known
generally
Madrid has reports from Lisbon that Portugal has declared war on
According to a special dispatch to streets were filled with people carry- Guam, she is said to have sailed for of risk. It would also Introduce the and the state troops might complicate
Germany. It Is confirmed Portugal has a treaty with Great Britain by the Avonilpost, no fewer than 50,000
which arises out of divid- - the situation.
ing flags. There was no formal de- Yap in the Marshall Islands. Before great peril
furnish 10,000 men when required.
which she agrees
An ill consider d
are in Ghent. Many of them,
General Bliss transmitted a report
seized,
responsibility.
been
jed
a quiet feeling of she arrived that port had
The former Germain cruiser Breslau and Goehen, which were sold to however, are leaving in the direction monstration, only
on: Our side may pr?!ptaie from Colonel Hatfield, In wromand of
move
the
of
had
what
happened,
Teaming
over the achievement of
:
the Turks, are said to have appeared in the Black sea. The British am- of Brueges. A German officer, is quot- satisfaction
me Aim-rme American troops at iaco, say
Rio Passig sailed westward and was 'ci-- armed conflict between
German arms.
?ntn
bassador at Constantinople has requested women of .the embassy to leave ed in this dispatch as saying that OsMexicans with ul- - none of the hostile Mexican for
and
-, vnrth straits when
the
'tmt
forces
Ii is commonly believed here that
on Monday, according to a dispatch from Amsterdam.
tend was the objective of the Ger
timale consequences that, one
;naa crossed into American wmunt.
the army will now be able soon to she was captured.
man advance.
that when certain detachments were
foresee.
force the French line. Emperor Wil
London, Oct, 14. Out of the mass Ostend, there la no further news of
I
about to enter on October 11 they
f?r:i'M
the
WEATHER REPORT
you should give
liam personally telephoned the news
of wholly irreconcilable assertions re- the German advance in this vicinity.
risk
been ordered back. Three canhad
you
Paris Denies Losses
the
great
to
for
yesterday consideration
The weather report
about Antwerp to the empress.
degarding the war in Europe emerges Further south there .is reason to benon
shots, the report said, had been
Paris Oct. 14. The followlngof- - It Is officially stated that the bomb given out by the observation depot assume in this respect before you
the seemingly established fact that lieve that the left wing of the allies
Into the American side but that
assure
fired
you
can
so.
I
do
New Mexico Normal Fniversity termine to
the Germans are attempting to re-I- has been strongly reinforced, atid con- ficial announcement was given out in thrown by British airmen on the at the
unintentional and the aim
are
seemed
given
you
minimum,
that
49
was:
Maximum,
degrees,
a,,(j your people
Zeppelin shed at TXisseldorf caused
the rapid sweeping movement firmation of this la contained In the Paris this afternoon:
consideracorrected.
was
Iconstant
and sympathetic
20 degrees.
"In the Belgian field of operations comparatively little damage.
which five weeks ago took them al- latest report from General Joffre, the
Li
.
that
111.111
"are rlnine everything
were
of
there
some
Albert
encounters
in
order
Belgium,
King
during
French
or
Paris.
most to the gates
commander in chief, that the
Shooting Was Intentional
p
.r'.i.f in.o. in bosj - ..i
GALICIA
IN
v
CHOLERA
ao
vi
can
kiivi
to
avoid
3
Is
useless
bloodshed.
said
iwo
and during
have been destroyed and
homes
No
With most of Belgium already occu-l.ifi- offensive against the Germans had the night of October
Paris, Oct. 14. A dispatch to the tlli ties. The president Is advised of the only civilians injured eo far have
there Is nothing that can stop beer, resumed in that part of the line the day of the thirteenth, In the re- here to have Intended to surrender
v.. been a Mexican woman and her infrom Rome says:
the contents of tnis message
the Invaders reaching 'the coast and of battle. In order to strengthen his gion around Ghent. French and Eng- Antwerp, but was prevented by the Itavas Agency
herein
said
is
are
of
cholera
what
"Cases
witn
multiplying
led
who
curB
lish
the
defense
before
have
troops
occupied Ypres.
fant, both slightly wounded, and Loo
remaining there at least temporarily forces in this vicinity General von
Mr. Garrison's message was in re Hale, 40 years old, shot In the lisnd.
"First, on our left whig, as far asitht garrison withdrew. The British, rapidly in Galicia, Transylvania and
unless the British naval guns are able Kluck has thrown an entire army
is said, destroyed 29 merchant r.orth and east Hungary. The disease ply to one from Governor Hunt asK- - At
iThe corps into Lille. This manufacturing the Oise, the operations are develon-i'- t
to rondicfr Jterure
Douglas, Governor Hunt telegraphsteamers
and 22 German Rhien river may prove a serious menace to mili- ing wnat "new measures
ere
ing
Ger-wnn
normally.
at
ha3
ence
of
the .popular city
their stay
before hen in
ed that one 8olulor ali child had t
length
"Second, on the center, previous vessels i.i the harbor. Th's act is de tary operations."
taken by the federal governor tostnK.kby blllkts wh'kh j,e M st
hands and it has been within
seaside resort, should they seize Osof the progress of our armies scribed here as a wanton destruction
reports
on
the
the
German lines since an early stage
prevent a continuance or tlx- .Mex- ed to be dolibcr&t Sly
tend, will, of course, depend
BOSTON CURB OPENS
by no military measure of
ican outrages against Arizona chiaona" J
ourtome of the great battle now un- of the hostilities. Its occupation to- in the region of Berry au Bac have
Agua Prieta garrtec n. or P0t
Boston, Oct, 14. The Boston curb and expressing a desire to send the
defense.
derstood to be opening near the fron- day does not seem to have been se- been confirmed.
las, Kept up a lienvj fire
The following has been given to exchange resumed business today
"Third, on our right wing there is
tiers separating the provinces of West riously opposed. In fact, it is exOftfober 13. aw ircl'm:
'of
the press from official sources:
after having been closed since July
Flanders and Hainaut from the French, plained that It could have been tak- nothing new.
Secretary Garrison conferred at 1 it Ik t r ' i'tn, j
"The correspondent of the Daily an. The Rheet showins daily sales. lonirth with President v tlson, thow-in"While it is not our custom to reen without ' disarransinsr the allies'
department of the north.
ly
close of bui
ply to the inaccuracies of the German Chronicle states that the Belgian
Beyond an unconfirmed report of line.
nv- - iinnn.llv Issued at the
1 i n ti i
r friM i C i r r
fc t s t it
(.n
the
for
nes-sbe
it
will
in
not
of
seems
published
the direction
to us proper to defif'fctlnst
Zehrugge,
i
i
According (o observers in London, press,
ii i r l
a coa.st town 15 miles northeast of the Germans have been particularly nounce the false news published in
(Continued on Paps Five)
prfvcitf.

COMBATANT

EXIT

LISS SAYS HE WILL

GENERAL

Fill

IIONAL GUARDSMEN

ARREST

WHO APPROACH MEXICAN LINE

JAP-ANES- E

Federal Forces Said to be Strong Enough
to Protect State of Arizona

WILL ENDEAVOR

BRING

FORCES AGAIN

UMMk

THE

FRENCH CAPITAL

GATES

English Army Will Come to the Rescue of
the Belgian Port of Oslend
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

14, 1914.

uated through the mails and on tne turned to the public domain. He said
power sites and other resources should
through trains.
Normal Summer be conserved and he suggested that
AL wA YS IN THE LEAD
Ten thousand
La
his amendment to the trust bill now
School pamphlets printel a
The new lighting system we
340,000
all
in
pages pending in congress,, or a similar
pamphlet, making
have just installed is the most mo
AT
OF
of advertising matter, all of which measure, be passed. This amendment
dern and best in the State of New
makes power lines common carriers,
was distributed through the mails.
South SidoPlaja
LstaHi.Aed 18a
Mexico.
Correspondence with eight motion just as pipe lines have been declared
picture companies with the view of common carriers. When it is in oplocating a company In Las Vegas. Al- eration it will prevent a monopoly of
though we have not succeeded in lo- pewer and will enable the farmers
cating a company here, we are on on the plains and mesas to irrigate
their lists and they know the advant- their lands by pumping. Seuator CatEfficient Work of the Past Year is Praised by the Membership of ages of the city ami surrounding ron said that If every dry fam were
of this sale are coming again for a second
A great many of the people who were here at the beginning
provided with a pump and a silo and
are here.
Much Valuable Advertising and Other Acti- country.
the Organization
'j
"helping." There's Just one reason the values
to city council, urging the were equipped to raise cattle and
Petition
vity is Accomplished, Efforts of Former Years Being Eclipsed
extension of the present sewer sys dairy stock, prosperity would strike
Debts ail Paid and Substantial Balance Remains in the Trea- tem and early paving of portions of New Mexico and strike it hard. Mr.
Catron declared that settlers should be
the city's streets.,
sury Catron and Ely Make Remarks.
Members active in promoting the assured that they will be provided
with a fair opportunity to market
Bridge street paving.
ance of $673.51 clear to us for adverEntertainment of Moose committee, their products at fair prices.
Several numbers of Royal Worchester
The remarks of Senator Catron and
NEW OFFICERS OF COMMER- including an automobile excursion to
tising purposes.
Pay Day Specials on sale October 15,
and Thomson's. Corsets, high and low
MonteMr.
to
the
view
Hot
the
of
Ely were received with applause.
CIAL
CLUB
disbursements
and
Springa
The receipts
16 and 17 only. For Cash ouly. No
New Committee Authorized
bust, long skirts, of conUl and batiste,
the club for the term of my office as zuma property.
The club voted to add a commttee
phone orders, please.
Entertainment of Pathe Weekly repPresident
secretary are as follows:
all sizes. The regular price of these
on Normal affairs to its list of stand$1.55
W. P Southard
50 lbs. U. S, Patent Flour
Treasurer's account $43G7.64 $1364.19 resentative, including an automobile
.$1.68
is $3. King Cotton Week
where
picHot
excursion
to
Hiis action was
ing committees.
Springs,
$1.50
Outstanding vouch
50 lbs. Unity Patent Flour
can- taken on request of Dr. Frank H. H.
tures
the
of
and
Montezuma
the
Vice President
ers Dec. 16, 1913..$ 145.30
$2.65
20 lbs. Pure Lard
yon scenery were taken.
Roberts, president of the school, who
Fred O. Blood
Dues and stock. . . . 448.75
One hundred word article on Las said the Commercial ciut could assist
442.19
$!
10 lbs!. Pure Lard
Light and fuel
.'
Vegas in the Christian Science Mon- the Normal more efficiently if such
Directors
34.19
Library
$1.00
13 lbs. Sugar
itor.
committee were in existence.
N. O. Hermann
Sund. expenditures. 218.98
25c
on
word
article
Las
hundred
15 lbs. Potatoes
Eight
William H. Springer
Plowing by Dynamite
83.45
Billiards and pool...
in Denver Catholic Register
Hallett Raynolds called the atten
Vegas
477.47
ed).
$1.00
27 bars. White Laundry Soap
Advertising
tion of the club to a series of exEaster supplement.
Colonel M. M. Padgett (re- 850.00
Salaries
25c
0 bars Ivory Soap
on periments in subsoil irrigation, which
hundred
article
word
Eighteen
1300.00
elected).
Rent
lbs.) .$1.20
12 cans Utah Tomatoes (2
Las Vegas and San Miguel county in are to be conducted hers by the
.45c
Hallett Raynolds
1.25
65c Brassiers .
Stationery
Motor FielX
$1.00
12 cans Tomatoes (2 lb.)
Powder company this week. Mr.
D. T. Hoskins.
OcFalance in bank
.65c
85c Brassiers .
iTHOMSON'S
Three hundred letters of inquiry in Raynolds said the powder company
$L00
Isaac Davis.
12 cans Corn (2 lb.)- 713.21
tober 5th. v
kULUIWII iint
.89c
regard to Las Vegas and San Miguel had. arranged to send a demonstrator
$1.25 Brassiers
George A. Fleming.
Cash on hand Octo-tobCORSETS, y
12canB Green Chili
county answered and literature mail here at his request. He said subsoil
Charles Greenclay
52.85
5th
ed with each answer.
irrigation had been successful in othClarence
DeIden
in
Balance
bank
17
Cents
yd
25 Cent Curtain Goods
School
Picnic
Normal
Summer
for
er parts of the state, the yield of
20 Cent Curtain Swiss 16 Cents yd
David
Judsre
J.
298.64
Leahy
$
cember 16, 1913..
38 in. curtain Goods in white and ecru, colored
students.
wheat in a field near Raton having
1994.40
Good quality White Curtain Swiss, 38 in., dotted
ed).
fund...
Advertising
borders.
was
The
se
club
40 per cent greater where dvna-mit- e
in
instrumental
been
New
1792.00
and figured.
patterns.
Di;es and stock....
summer
on
rates
Santa
the
Fe
had been used than in an adcuring
208.50
Room
rent
30 Cent Curtain Goods 22 Cents yd
for the Normal Summer school stu joining field broken by plows.
audi enthu- Refunds
attended
a
At
9.00
18
Cents
largely
Swiss
12
Curtain
25 Cent
yd
This Is- a specially good value, white and ecru,
The 'meejtlng was attended by a
siastic annual meeting of the members Billiards and Pool. . .
11.65 dents.
Fine White Swiss in figured designs; also white
borders; 12 different patterns, all new.
Circulation of petition asking for large number of prominent business
fancy
of
Commercial
and
the
stockholders
50.00
account.
Treasurer's
and ecru Scrims with colored borders. Widths 38
ac.1 professional men and the
early action on postofflce.
Club of Las Vegas last night, W. P.
spirit
and 40 inches.
Automobile excursion to mesa to shown indicates that some effective
Southard was unanimously
$4364.19
$1367.64
inspect work for the betterment of Las Ve3.45 encourage dry farmers and
Off balance
president of the organization. During
Laa Vo53"Lo(M!in5tof
Disc.
Lace Curtains 33 1'3
bilos.
gas is to be accomplished durin tha
the 12 months in which he has been
Placing of registering signs for tour coming two months.
We have a very large line of Lace Curtains, inat the head of the Commercial club
$4367.64
Mr. Southard has .given the organiza
Our present balance is due to the ists at garages.
cluding new Filet Curtains.
Toned Up Whole System
Fifty thousand booster stickers to
tion liberally of his time and energies cutting down of expenses as follows:
be
distributed among business houses
nat"Chamberlain's Tablets have done
a
and has brought Into operation
Salary of secretary reduced. . . .$75.00 and
corres- more for me than I ever dared hope
pastedi on all
in community advertising Salary of porter reduced
15.00
on in the minds of many of the phone the pioneer silk city of the United ural ability
pondence.
to Great
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we believe that much bottles of these tablets a few months
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more
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In addition to this the Masonic
fully asked what the score was it was Commerce. The exposition proper !s
more can be done during the coming ago. They not only cured me of bilsimilar period1 of its
Building association under our pres
a pretty safe bet that the enquirer being held in the Paterson armory, than during any
ious attacks, sick headaches and that
year.
hoard
his
Mr.
and
Southard
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ent rental agreement with them has
was a rooter for the losing team and the center of which Is given over to existence,
While we feel that the club has tired out feeling, but toned up my
unstinthim
which
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directors,
our
to
to
contribute
kindly arranged
felt himself slipping. If, on the other the' silk exposition while the other
made a splendid record ; we also feel whole system." For sale by all deal-ersed support and valuable advice, hav
advertising fund $50.00 per month out that we have been
hand, the voice came up sharp, clear Industries of Paterson tenant the
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into
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that
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every
for
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was doubtless a Boston adherent.
that some of the principal business
of advertising for las Vegas and hav
The hoard, moreover, has adopted a houses of the
course the man who never forgot to Blfnited States. The production .f
would
community have failed
that
nothing
ing
i
should not be left silk from the egg to the finisue uroasi
very conservative policy in the matter to contribute to the club's advertising
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out or the blunt, brusque man silk and even the complete gown is operate
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who imagined that the phone man shown.
SIZE HIM UP
In placing Mr. Southard in nomina schemes which
The national silk style show in
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B. Rosenwald and Son,
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tion to succeed himself, Judge David conduce to
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such
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any
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proposed
has characteristics, mannerisms- - in vocabulary.
Ike Appel.
cials and directors of the club were
Eleanor Gates, author of "The Poor
The ladies, too, were quite frequent dustry. The gowns Included in the
terprise and not until the board was
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fact, is in. every way different from
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names
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elected.
appear
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Girl," is writing a light
"Paterson
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all
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merit
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that
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details,
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have recently ', withdrawn their
thought of.
nolds, Hoskins, Davis and Fleming a manner.
Jack Lalt, author of "Help Wanted,"
to the advertising fund has written a sketch called
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Messrs.
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succeed
"The ScarDo?
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ished those connected with The Optic always
on account of the failure of the above let
Danziger, William G. Haydon and year are as follows:
Scandal."
the
of
remarks
to
hear
the
Just
rein getting and giving information
mentioned firms to. contribute.
Stop coughing! you rack the lungs Stephen Powers. All the members cf
Representative at teachers' convenRosenthal Furniture company has
garding this classic of sport, were in crowd in front of The Optic office, tnd worry the body. BALLARD'S the retiring hoard of directors have
TEXAS NURSERYMEN MEET
a position to observe the baseball fan the "supposlngs," the "ifs," the repar- HOREHOTJND SYRJJP checks Irrita- done excellent work and their retire tion.
also withdrawn Its subscription.
Five hundred silk badges for teach
Fort
Worth, Tex., Oct. 14. The
at very close range and during some tee, the wit, was an education in it- tion, heals the lungs and restores com mnet, It is stated, is not because of
Respectfully submitted,
ers- - convention.
self. From, the faces that peered at
annual convention of the Texas
of his most rabid moments.
LEO M. TIPTON, Secretary.
fortable breathing. Price 25c, 50c and failure to do their duty, but Is In con
Five hundred copies of The Optic
To begin' with, there was the fellow the bulletins, with very little trouble $1.00
Nurserymeni's association began in
Good Work Predicted
per bottle. Sold by Central formity with the policy of the club to for teachers' convention.
this city today and will continue over
who knew the height, weight, color of or "Sherlock Holmesing," the Boston Drug Co. Adv.
Mr. Southard in assuming the gavel
chrnge the complexion of its director
Ten thousand "Las Vegas Offers"
tomorrow. Many members from all
eyes, hitting and fielding average of fan and the Phllly fan were easily
for the second time, thanked the memThis plan has been found
ate
yearly.
if
a
he
pamof the state are in attendance.
pamphlets
printedi
every man who ever donned a Na- distinguishable. The poor loser,
bers of the club for their evidence of parts
PIEDMONT AN DNORTHERN PLANS to be most successful. The new direc
phlet making in all 320,000 pages5 of
President John S. Keer, of Sherman,
tional or American league uniform, was present, did not make himself
men
business
confidence. He said the officers and ane"
14
The di- tors are all prominent
other officers of the association
advertising 'matter. Three thousand
and doubtless had the Federal league known, but the good loser, and there Charlotte, N. C, Oct.
directors of the club always are ready
and active workers for the betterment of these
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and
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there
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have
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delivered addresses at the opening
a
pamphlets
bunch,
right
a finger in the world's series pie "he
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of Las Vegas.
and anxious to receive the advice session.
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about the players in this organization thing
bring
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The
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Greenwood,
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to
a
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of
be at the losing end
. mystery that always will remain un
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that
organization
beto
every
an
build
extension
game a good fan like a good scout planning
solved!,
Visnt
uable to Las Vegas during the comtween Spartanburg and Castonia, a geed work, its activities stretching
Then there is the chap who has is a good loser.
'
Into many varied lines. Best of all,
TONGUE IS COATED
ing year than it ever has been during
And talk about bits of conversation distance of 32 miles. The company
a friend of a friend's friend playing
the club has paid off a heavy indebtthe past.
with one of the contesting teams, overheard In the crowd in front of proposes to extend the line northward
edness and has ended its fiscal year The Light is Turned on to c
Distinguished Men Speak
Some individual ia he. He just natur The Optic, abouf. the choicest that has from Charlotte to Coneordi, N. C,
with a substantial fund in the treasury
Senator T..B. Catron and Ralph C. If Cross, Feverish, Constipated, Gives
view
25
also
in
about
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and
of
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Darkness.
In
come
a
time
Subject
hapoozes
the
Information
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and
up
long
ally
import
"California)
Syrup of
from Concord to Salis with which to begin its work under
Ely of Deming, chairman of the reance.
penel something like this. Right in the extension
reMr.
new
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directorate.
who
Tipton's
central
Figs"
state
C.
committee,
publican
Taken as a whole the baseball fan the midst of the most exciting part bury, Greensboro and Durham, N.
is as follows:
were ipresent, made interesMutj adis a wonderful yisualizer. Give him of Saturday's game the 2 to 1 en The work on the Concord branch will port
A laxative today saves a sick child
Las
the
of
of
the
secretary
dresses
Report
upon the request of members
. a lineup of the teams, tell him a few
gagement tne editor posted up a be the first started.
Commercial club for the fiscal
Mr. Ely said the most tomorrow. Children simply will not
of the club.
Vegas
of the plays going on and the way bulletin that read: "Antwerp falls
successful work in community adver- take time from play to empty their
year
RESULTS TELL
he will stir up the earth with his root fighting to the last."
The report of he secretary can he
can be done by telling prospec-ti- e bowels, which become clogged up with
tising
The crowd thinking the bulletin
ing would make you think you were
most conveniently arranged under
Investors and settlers the abso- waste, liver gets sluggish; stomach
no
the
Doubht
About
Can
be
There
either in Fenway or Shibe park. Dur- more baseball dope, surged toward tt
sourt.
two headings "Finances" and "Actlv-tWs.lute truth.
Results In East Las Vegas
ing Monday's game some of the root- Then in the silence of their reading
Look at the tongue. Mother!
If
"If It will require three years and
tale.
tell
the
Results
er bunch in front of the office got to fame the disgusted and drawling
The finances of the club are a, presan expenditure of $1,000 to get a tract coated, or your child la listless, cross,
removed.
All
is
doubt
the hugging stage and should a voice of cue of the fans:
The mere fact' that S. S. S., the famous of land to
ent in better condition t!;an they have
producing successfully un- feverish, bad breath, restless, doesn't
The testimony of an East Las Ve"Oh, h 1, what do I care about
stranger have passed not a fan, you
purifier, drives out disease Is a der the
heen at any time in its hiBtory and blood
Bystem of irrigation, eat heartily, full of cold or has sore
pumping
world's
a
of
wherconversation
citizen.
story, topic
understand he would have surely that? I ain't hettin' on. Antwerp, I'm gas
" Mr. Ely said, "tell the throat or any other children's- ailment,
in spite of the economical adminis- ever men get together.
for
instance,
Can be easily Investigated.
thought that some of the patients f betting' on the Athletics "
They wonder why, simply because most
tration of the present board o! direcsettler so. It will not do give a iteaspoonful of "California
What better proof can he had?
remedies are mystified and put before them prospective
a nearby institution had broken loose,
For one brief moment, at least,
to
its activities have in no way as "disccerles."
tors,
tell
him
he can put in a pump Syrup of Figs," then don't worry bethat
The facts are that we
The Optid man at the telephone baseball had eclipsed the great, war J. Monroe, prop, tin shop, Douglas suffered.
pay too much attention to possibilities and for $500 and get his land to producing cause It is perfectly harmless, and in
was
during the world series and just as and the pity of it is we have not more Ave., East Las Vegas, says: "I
At the beginning of the present fis- not enough to real, homespun accomplish- in one year if such is not the case. a few hours all this- constipation
ment. 8. 8. 8. Is a remedy of our fathers.
a matter of information he claims of euch things to distract our atten- bad off with my back and kidneys. It cal
year the Commercial club found It hag a history that la written deeply In Ncbody will be scared away if you poison, iscur bile and fermenting
that he answered phone inquiries no tion from the awful doings across the hurt me to bend or do any work where itself in debt to the extent of about men's
minds because it has done the work, tell him the truth."
waste will gently move out of the
I bad to use my back., A sharp pain
driven out deep seated disease, revived
!' than 500 times during the four big pond.
folMr.
$00.1, with funds on hand amounting
had
this
bowels,
said
been
Ely
plan
andyou will have a welU
the O. K. on appearance and
games had a mighty good chance to
From now on baseball takes aba.ck seized as and I could hardly straight to about $50. The club's present out- hope, putdown
A thorough "ineffort of germg lowed with great success at Deming, playful child again.
clamped
any
tight
get a good line on the aforementioned seat and again will we be haunted by en. My kidneys acted badly ana gave
indebtedness amounts to to get the upper hand. Any sore spot on square deal advertising having brought side cleansing" is oftimes all that is
standing
fan. While the work was a little bit the headlines of holocaust
Let us me a lot of trouble. A friend told me $481.39 and we have- on hand funds the skin is an Immediate demand for in numerous valuable citizens and re- necessary. It should be tho
first
8. 8. 8. since the first principle of this
strenuous at times, he enjoyed giving
about Doan's Kidney Pills and said I
to $766.06. $391.69 Of this famous remedy is to strike out tor places sulted In the development of the treatment given in any sickness.
tne information just as mucn as the;I gaged in this titanic struggle will should try them. 1 did so and a few amounting
indebtedness Is secured by a note in of trouble. This is a physiological fact lands In the Mimbres valley.
Beware of counterfeit fig syrups.
lenow at tne other end enjoyed re-- make as quick a cleanup as did the boxes cured me. I do lots of hard favor of the First National Bank, who and 8. 8. S. Is true to the workings of
Ask your druggist for a BOcent bottle
Mr. Catron's Remarks
our body.
it.
Were he, however, asked battling Boston Braves.
ceivlng
work, but my back has stood the test, advanced the money to pay for the
Get a bottle of 8. 8. 8. today at any
Senator Catron gave an Interesting of "California Syrup of Figs," which
to write a story of his experiences he
thanks to Doan's Kidney Pills."
PHIL H. LeNOIR.
billiard tables when purchased. Ar- druggist and begin blood health. It will expression of his views as to what Is has full directions for babies, chilblood
disease
master
In
and
do
a
It
an;
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't sim- rangements have been made with the
might entitle it "What the Voice at
And If needed for the development of the dren of all ages and for grown-upway to emphasize Its Influence.
the Other End Told Me."
SILK EXPOSITION AT PATERSON ply ask for a kidney remedy get Doan's bank
whereby they cliarge our R- you would like definite advice write The west'. He suggested that each settler plainly printed on the bottlo. Look
Jw?t as one can usually tell by the
Paterson, N. J., Oct. 14. An indus- Kidney Pills the same that Mr.. Mon- ecount with $16.25 per month to be Swift Specific Co., 58 Swift BIdg., Atlanta, be allowed to
take
acres of public carefully and see that it is made by
Ga. Their medical department is where
face what is going on inside to could trial exposition and national silk style roe had. Foster-MilburCo., Props., credited on our Indebtedness to them. most people first seek
advice that puts land and that lands in forest reserves the "California
Fig Syrup Company.
lie by file voice tell what was going show is now being held in Paterson Buffalo, N. Y. Adv.
Sich an arrangement leaves a ba!- - them on tlio straight road.
but not. covered with timber be re
Ad v.
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be governed by the kw of supply and
domand.
LARGE BALD PATC
"The federal reserve banks nave no
way of increasing the supply of actual
Oil GIRL'S HEAD
mtney In existence; If they had, Ihey
miht reduce rates. Their mos' efficient help in that concretion may at
tin.es result from raising rates to Covered with Tiny Blisters. Itched
and Never Rested. Cuticura Soap
stabilize conditions.
and Ointment Healed.
"It is only necessary to cite the
fact that in those countries which deLonjrmont, Colo. " About one yoar ago
pend upon central banks to maintain
little girl was bothered greatly with
Our
in
conditions
which
of
the stability
what seemed a very bad case of dandruff.
their experience has prevented those
Her beautiful hair got dry and
dead and flew in all directions.
PMiies to which we have been subOne
morning I noticed a large
jected, we find those central banks
bald patch on her head, largor
maintaining a discount rate always
than a dollar, covered with
higher than the commercial rates in
tiny blisters surrounded with
an angry rod ring.
They
the same country.
finally began running.
They
"The benefits of the new system
Itchod and she never rested
will become apparent with the lapse
at night.
"It was pronounced a bad
of- - time. The change will be gradual
case of eczema.
I was given
should
evolu
as
an
be
and
regarded
a prescription which I contion in the hanking business, during
tinued to use till my baby's
head was entirely covered with
which the bankers themselves must
had lost all her hair. She was
n ly upon their own resources and sores and she wear
a silk cap and I
compelled to
corservation should be the watchword. she was disfigured for life. A visitorthought
In our
neighborhood recommended Cuticura Soap
Aiiy effort to utilize the rediscount-inI used the Ointment at
privilege primarily for profit and Ointment.
night and gave her a shampoo in the mornshould be discouraged.
ing with' the Cuticura Soap. In less than
"It must always be kept in mind three months my girl was entirely healed."
thai to realize the chief object which (Signed) Mrs. G. K. Dilts, Apr. 8, 1914.
congress had in view the federal re
Samples Free by Mail
serve banks must always be ready
It costs nothing to learn how pure, sweet,
to extend help; they cannot maintain
effective and satisfying Cuticura Soap and
this position if the member banks Ointment are in the treatment of poor complexions, red, rough hands, itching scalps,
keep them drained of their resources dandruff, dry, thin and falling hair, because
in ordinary times."
you need not buy thcra until you try them.
He saw a great advantage from the Although sold by druggists and dealers
everywhere, a liberal sample of each will
Dtw act in the maintenance of a forSkin Book. Adbe mailed free, with 32-d
"Cuticura, Dept. T.Boston."
eign exchange market, and thought dress
the federal reserve banks should in
vest In foreign bills, instead of solely
in rediscounts to domestic banks. It 'In Germany, "should yield an influwas this class of business, he said, ence upon the administration of the
that was sought by the bankers of syhtem that was denied them In its
Great Britain and its ramifications management.
"The experience iu Germany,'' he
extending all over the world had made
said, "has been that the advice of Its
I.cndon Its financial center.
council In the conduct of the Reichs
He said it was a popular misconbank is
refused and generally
ception that with the opening of the followed. rarely
The
fundamental features
federal reserve banks, government
of the hill organizing the federal rethose
in
would
funds
be deposited
serve banks are In the main sound
banks and the independent ' treasury
and
the establishment of the advisory
system of the United States and its council
may furnish the balance with(consequent expense to the governl-nien- t out which
the system might be defiand to the business of the coun
'
cient.
becomes
would
a
the
of
thing
try,
more
"None
than
the
bankers
have
Pfist. "A careful reading of the law,"
for years been earnestly demanding
he said, "discloses the fact that its
some change in our former system
authors tad no such intention, and
and it may be confidently predicted
deare
funds
that if the government
that their efforts to make it success-fiposited in those banks it will be at
will he at the command of those
the discretion of the secretary of the
in charge of Its operations."
treasury alone.
"It is a Just criticism of the meas
FOREST NOTES
ure" he continued, "to say that It does
not take the government out of th
Wireless telegraphy Is being used
banking business, and that it confers in Canada in reporting on forest
upon one of our government officiate fires.
an extraordinary power ana accreThe best excelsior Is made from
tion unwarranted by the spirit of our basswood, or linden. Aspen cotton- institutions and repugnant to republi- "vood, however, supplies nearly half of
can principles.
the total amount manufactured.
"The power conferred upon the sec
The king of England has given perretary of the treasury to control mission to have a part of the royal
money and credit, if attempted by the estate placed at the disposal of the
members of this association, would school of forestry at Cambridge uniprobably call for a special act of con- versity for purposes of experiment
and demonstration,
gress to curtail their activiies."
William Penn, In his charter of
He referred to the failure of the
bankers to have their say In the modi- rights, provided that for every five
act. acres of forest cleared one acre
fication of the federal reserve
It was a representation to which their should be left In woods. Foresters
Interests clearly entitled them, "he today maintain that on an average
of every farm should he In
argued, but he believed the advisory
council of bankers which, had been au- timber.
Recent experiments Indicate that
thorized, similar to the one in vogue

ESERVE SYSTEM
WILL WORK OUT

WELL
PRESIDENT OF BANKERS, SAYS,
HOWEVER, THAT IT HAS
MANY DEFECTS
Va., Oct. 14. The forof the Americonvention
tieth annual
can Bankers Association which met
Jitre today brought the American
for the
jankers together in number
first time since the federal reserve
act was passed by congress.
Arthur Reynolds of Des Moines,
president of the association, devoted
the greater part of his opening address to the federal reserve scheme.
He gave assurances that the country
might rely upon the bankers to do
their part toward making the system
a success, notwithstanding their opposition to It in just the form adopted.
He noted some of its fine points and
its weaknesses, and advised hankers
themselves to the
how to adjust
change.
National bankers had submerged
their opinions, he said, and were cordially coming to the support of the
federal reserve banks, as required by
the act, and a limited number of
hunks and trust companies organized
under state laws had come into the
system, "but not to the extent necessary to warrant the anticipation of
that complete, unification of our entire banking system
long desired."
The rule of the banker must be
"safety first," he said, In considering
the difficulties the federal reserve
benks would have In keeping Impounded all the means necessary to relieve
sudden distress, and at the same to
'
freely enough to avert
contraction of credit. "It will require
n re wisdom, Indeed," he said "to
meet so contradictory a situation."
If there were any assurance that
the federal 'reserve banks would hold
large deposits aside from those fixed
by provisions of the act, he thought
there might be a workable margin, but
he saw no inducement for member
hanks to keep active accounts with
the federal reserve banks beyond the
amount of the required reserve. "Their
commercial relations with the other
banks of the country will always be
more productive and at the same
time conform with the" natural tread
of business," he said.
He continued:
"With the practicability of the plan
admitted the question that naturally
r.ropounds Itself to those engaged In
afbanking is, how will its operation
Reabusiness.
their
fect the profits of
soning from the fact that the federal
reserve banks will not enter into
competition for the commercial business of the country and for the reason that they will be obliged to quote
a rate of discount at least as high,
if not higher, than commercial r&tes
In order to maintain the resources
necessary to enable them to extend
tolp In need. I believe the conclusion Is warranted that In tho future,
as In the past, rates of Interest will
Richmond,
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Do you feel satisfied that the baking

powder you are using is absolutely safe and

certain?
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Have you read the label to see if it contains alum?
Dr. Price's is free from alum or any
doubtful or unwholesome ingredient It is
made from Cream of Tartar, derived from
grapes, pure and healthful beyond any
question.
Sixty years the standard
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round timbers of all the pines, of
Engelmann spruce, Douglas fir,
and western larch, can be
readily treated with preservatives,
but that the firs, hemlocks, redwood,
arid Sitka spruce. In the round, do not
take treatment easily. This informal
tiou should he of value to persons
who contemplate preservative treatment of round posts, poles, or mine
tam-aiac-

k,

props.

DON'T COMPROMISE

t

14, 1914.

Why Not Publish It?
when you want a fact to become
generally known, the right way is to
publish It Mrs. Joseph Kalians, Peru,
Ind., was troubled with belching, sour
stomach and frequent headaches. She
writes, "I feel It my duty to tell
others what Chamberlain's Tablets
have done for me. They have helped
my digestion and regulated my bow
els. Since using them I have been
VARIOUS GRAND LODGE BODIES entirely welL" For sale by all dealera.
Adv.
WILL HOLD ANNUAL CON-

MASOiNS

1

THE

GATHER

DIE

CITY

WITH THE DEVIL
EVANGELIST SAYS EVIL ONE WILL
GET YOU IF YOU ARE NOT
WATCHFUL

Evangelist Crimm last night took
subject, "Serving Jehovah,"
I'e said:
"The devil will try to compromise
with you when he sees you are de
termined to serve the Lord. His first
compromise Is, serve the Lord, but
di not be a radical; be a conservative. He makes you think you are
all right if you go to church and pay
the preacher.
And he will tell you
to be a good lodge man and don't
ioi). the
church. I haven't a kick
a.ninst the lodge when It is kept In
it 3 place, but there Is not a thing In
the lodge to save a soul."
f Th.e levangelisti
of
had '(plenty
"sHam" and kept his listeners at intense interest all through the hour.
He summed up his fight on Satan by
saying:
"The devil says religion is good
enough for old folks, hut give me your
yoi.ng folks. I tell you religion Is
good for the old, the young, the
the ignorant, the rich, the poor;
it is good enough for anybody."
Services tonight at 7:30 o'clock.
Come and worship In these services
"rid yiu will be repaid for the hour ?
investment, says the evangelist, who
is conducting meetings at the First
Baptist church.
for his

cul-ture-

DULL, THROBBING
VIOLENT

Oi)

Vou take a Dr. James' Headache
Powder and in just a few moments
your head clears and all neuralgia and
pain fades aVay It's the quickest
and surest Tellef for headache, whether dull, throbbing, splitting or nerve-rackinSend someone to the drug
store and get "a dime package now.
Quit suffering It's so needless. Be
sure you get Dr. James' Headache
Powders then there will be no disappointment.

g.

IT

TO

QUIT THE
II (IAD
OF THE SANTA
WILL NOT RESIGN, IT IS
ANNOUNCED

PRESIDENT

October, 1914. The secretaries of tfco
various primaries are hereby asked t
notify the chairman of the Republican Central Committee of the County
of the date of their meeting and the
names of the delegates chosen Immediately wpon the holding of their primaries
WILLIAM J. MILLS, Chairman.
L, C. ILFELD. Secretary.

FOR CONVENTION

Albuquerque, Oct. 14. On Monday,
Republican headquarters of the
October 18, will begin open Masonic county of San Miguel,, Las Vegas, N.
week In Albuquerque and during the M., October 3, 1914.
Masonic
week all the New Mexico
A convention of the republicans of
grand bodies will hold their annual i the county of San Miguel and state
sessions in Masonic temple). All rail- of New Mexico Is hereby called for
roads have made a rate of one and the 19th day of October, 1914, at 10
h
fare for the round trip to o'clock in the morning in the County
Albuquerque from New Mexico points, Court House In Las Vegas, New Mex
Adv.
and Grand Secretary A, A. Keen said ico, for the purpose of nominating
this morning that a large attendance three representatives to the State
Joe Weber Is to produce a new melo
might he looked for. Last year the Legislature for the Sixth Representacalled "The Fallen Idol."
drama
annual Masonic gathering was held tive District, said district embracing
in Rosweli with a larger attendance the County of San. Miguel. The PrePOSITIVELY MASTERS CROUP
than ever before, and Mr. Keen indi- cinct No. 29 is entitled to eleven delcates that the steady growth In at- egates. Proxies will not be recognized
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
tendance at each succeeding annual unless held by residents of the same cuts the thick choking mucus, and
gathering Is likely to continue this precinct from which the delegates clears away the phlegm. Opens up
year.
have been chosen.
the air passages and stops the hoarse
An outline program announcement
The various precincts are hereby cough. The gasping, strangling fight
shows the schedule of meetings for ordered to elect members of the Cen- for breath, gives way to quiet breaththe week as follows:
tral Committee of the precinct and to ing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg,
The grand lodge will convene at report their names to William J. Mass, Mich., writes :"We give Foley's
the Masonic temple, West Central ave- Mills, Chairman of the Republican Honey and Tar to our children for
nue, Monday, October 19, at' 10 o'clock Central Committee of the County of croup and It always acts quickly." O.
a. m.
San Miguel.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Tuesday evening, October 20, exThe various precincts may hold
Adv.
emplification of degrees, 7:30 p. m.
The Scottish Rite club will give an
entertainment In the Masonic temple
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
East Las Vesras. N. M.
immediately following the special
H, W. KeUy, President
Albuquerque, N. M,
meeting In Temple lodge, at which
t.
Jacob Gross,
I
Pecos, N. M.
Hon. Richard H. Hanna, 32d degree,
&
Clarenoe Wen, Secy.
Treas.
Trinidad. Colo.
I
Donald Steward,
honorable deputy of the supreme
Rowe. N. M.
C. C. Robbins.
Santa Fe, N. M.
council for New Mexico, will deliver
an address:,
A cordial invitation is extended to
all Master Masons, and it is the desire of the club that all who possibly
can, will attend.
INCORPORATED
Wednesday, October 10 The clossession
the
of
grand lodge.
ing
Wholes 3 Grocers
Thursday, October 22, the grand
convoca
will
Its
hold
annual
chapter
tion in the Masonic temple at 10
WOOL. HIDES
PELTS. LUMBER.
o'clock a. m.
the
22,
October
Thursday evening,
NAVAJO BLANKETS
BAIN WAGONS
Rio Grande chapter, No. 4, and Pil-- I
EAGLE HAY PRESSES
grim commandery, No. 3, will jointly
entertain Masons and lady friends
at the Masonic temple, at 8 o'clock.
Reception, cards and dancing.
Friday, October 23, the grand com
mandery will hold Its annual conclave In the Masonic temple at 10
o'clock a. m.
The commander or representative
of each commandery will report to
the committee on credentials, near
the grand recorder's desk, preceding
the opening of the grand commandery.
OO but you must
Then we will buy it for
The knights In attendance will apfor
this
a limited time only.
offer
is
act
as
quickly
pear in full Templar uniform. All
4I
i7invited
are
in
good standing
knights
V
to attend and will be cordially We- K 1
1

one-fift-

Vioe-Pres-

GROSS KELLY & CO.

a

HEADACHE

Don't Suffer! Get a 10 Cent Package
of Dr. James' Headache
Powders

RIPLEY

their primaries as soon as tbey dt;s:vi
but not later than .the 13th day of

Stop Those Early Bronchial Cough
They hang on all winter if not
checked, and pave the way for serious
throat and lung diseases. Get a bot
tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, and take it freely. Stops
coughs and colds, heals raw inflamed
throat, loosens the phlegm and
mildly laxative. Best for children
and grown persons. No opiates. O: G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

VENTIONS
CALL

.

FE

Topeka, Kan., Oct. 14. Officials of
the Santa Fe Railway company In Topeka say that they have no informatics about the rumored retirement of
President E. P. Ripley, "A story to
that effect has been circulated every
year for the last five years," said
General Manager Kouns this morning,
"t.nd the Item which lately has appeared in the newspapers does not
differ from the others, except that It
provides for a general rearrangement
of jobs."
When Mr. Ripley came to Topeka
last fall to attend the stockholders'
alnnual meeting, the reporters asked
him "about the retirement story.
"Roys," Mr. Ripley said, "if you can
revivesthat Item from time to time,
and keep it up long enough, some day
it may be true."
"Possibly the reporters adopted Mr.
Ripley's suggestion and have revived
the Item In time for the next annual
meeting," Mr. Kouns said. "At any
rato, we have no advice on the subject."
Chicago papers, commenting on the
retirement story, said that Mr. Ripley
to mem
doubtless would be
bership on the directory, and that the
public likely would know nothing
about the presidency till after the
meeting of the board of directors In
New York, a month after the stockholders' meeting in Topeka. ""Whatever is In Mr. Ripley's mind on this
subject," one official Is quoted as saying, "probably will remain there until
he imparts it to the hoard of directors."
"i
PWHUTI

Have You and Old
Coffee Pot?
SI.

)

lcome.

Eastern Star Saturday
Saturday, as usual, will be given
over to the meeting of the state
grand lodge of the Eastern Star.
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There Is only one way to cure deafness, and that Is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness Is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucus lining of the Eustachian Tuba. When
this tube Is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
when It Is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflamma
tion can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hear
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an in- flammed condition of the mucous sur
faces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circular free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
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A S7.00

"THERMAX" Electric

K1

Coffee Percolator
for $4.98

i

if you sell us your old coffee pot, otherwise the price
will be $5.93.

This percolator Is made by Landers, Frary and Clark,
makers of the famous UNIVERSAL Products and has
the patented pumping device which Insures the greatest
emount of circulation through the coffee grounds. This
T'B'""
1
"lT-feature will save
i& m
.i Li
J 'Til
A
i.

Valerie Bergere has a new sketch
called "The Lock of Panama."

ii

FOLEY CATHARTIC

TABLETS

There are. many times when one
man questions another's actions and
motives. Men act differently under
The quesdifferent circumstances.
tion Is, what would you do right now
if you had a severe' cold? Could you
do better than to take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy? It Is highly recommended by people who have used it
for years and know its value. Mrs.
O. E. Sargent, Peru, Ind., gays, "Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is worth its
weight in gold and I take pleasure in
recommending it." For sale by all
dealers. Adv

One-Thir- d

Your Coffee Dill

as less coffee is required than when made in the
I
coffee pots.
The "T1TERMAX" Percolator is made of heavy copper,
nickel plated. The inside is coated with pure tin, silver
finished. It Is equipped with a patented Fusible Plug
Safety Device which prevents all possibility of fire cr
.
damage to the percolator.
.j
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hilaratlon most keenly. Even the
however, who have found tho
IE
unusual demands on their muscular
and circulatory apparatus rather strenESTABLISHED 1879
uous and sometimes unpleasant, may
To consider in Selecting Your Bank.
feel the beneficial after effects, exWill my money be safe?
Publltwta by
pressed tu, improved cardiac and vase
,
motor functions.
1
I
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
when
Can
it?
Second:
get
It is not claimed, says The Journal
(Incorporated)
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
of the American Medical Association,
when I need it?
that the "snow siport3" are ideal fo
Editor.
M. M, PADGETT....
such
With
ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
all Common sense would forbid
offers safety
business affairs,
a sweeping dictum; but precisely as
who have been successful in
the night air, and sleeping in the open
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.
all year around have been shown by
modern practices to be without danso winter sports even In a severeger,
Entered at the postoffice at East
cold
climate may be utilized, in outly
trans-ttlaloCapital and Surplus $125,000.00
IM
Vegas, ile? Mexico for
even without preparatory
door
life,
throagti the United State
training for a supposedly dangerous
second class matter.
hygenic undertaking.
Two physicians reported she was suf- fro mthe British government concern- heavy $7.357.45; pigs $6.757.23.
Cattle, receipts 10,000. Market steafering from the hallucination that she ing plate for armored motor cars.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
was being persecuted by Theodore Several thousand tons of this plate dy. Prime fed steers $9 .7510.73;
TICKETSTOLD
UANY
s western steers
Dally, by Carrier
$6.759; calves ?t,Ei:
Roosevelt.
While Colonel Roosevelt varying in thickness from
M
eer Copy
10.50.
of an inch to an inch have
Von Claussen made reMrs.
was
here
i&
One Week
FOR LYCEUM COURSE peated efforts to protest to him been sought daily in this market for Sheep, receipts 8,000. Market steady.
W
Cue Month
Lambs $7(s''7.65; yearlings $5.255.
against the refusal of the ambassador two months.
One Year
to Sweden to present her at court.

DAILY OPTIC

Three Points

First:

Expert
Repairing 1

want

it

this bank

their

eoples Bank

&

Your watch is a delicate piece
of Machinery and should be entrusted only in the hfvnds of an expert

Trust Company

mechanic.

u

Our connection with the Railway time service requires us at &.1I
times to have efficient workmen.

three-fourth-

:

Dally, by Mail

$6.00
3.00
7.00
3.50

Tear (la advance)
Six Montbi (in advance)
Due Tear (In arrears)
Bix Months (In arrears)
Cme

OPTIC AND STOCK

WEEKLY

GROWER
3.00

Year
Six Month!

LOO

(Cath In Advance for Mall
Subscriptions.)
Remit by check, draft or money
rder. If lent otherwise we will not
responsible for loss.
Bpedmen copies free on application.
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR

AT

SCATTERDAY IS
A REDPATH

SECRETARY
SISTED

AS-

GOUL DWINS OUT

BY

REPRESENTATIVE

REPUBLICANS

Walter Lowe of New York, representative of the Redpath Lyceum bureau," was here today assisting Secretary Scatterday of the Y. M. C, A.
in selling tickets for the "Y" entertainment course. The two men had
remarkable success today, disposing
of a large number of season tickets.
The excellence Qf last year's course
and the evideni intention of the Red- path bureau to send an equally good
course here this winter has attracted
the attention of a large number of
people. It is believed that the entire
lower floor section of the Duncan
opera house will be sold to season
ticliet holders.
IDA

IS NUTTY

Advertisers are guaranteed the
New York, Oct 14. Ida Von Claus- largest daily and weekly circulation sen, recently sentenced to six months
it any newspaper In northern New in jail for sending a threatening let
Mexico,
ter to Charles Strauss', president of
the board of water supply of this city,
wa3 committed today to the State
TELEPHONES
...Main 2 Hospital for the Insane at Matteawan.
Business

Office

4ws Deoartment
WEDNESDAY,

...... Main

OCTOBER

Send us your watch, optical and
jewelry repairing and we will give
you satisfaction.

WILL

HOLD A PRIMARY
EAST LAS VEGAS IS TO CHOOSE
COUNTY CONVENTION
TONIGHT

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
New York, Oct. 14. A verdict in
Chicago, Oct. 14. Wheat advanced
in his suit
fa .or of Edwin Gould,
in price today, owing to higher quotaagsinst F. Augustus Helnze for the tions at Liverpool and because of conrecovery of $1,200,000, a part of the tinued
falling off in northwestern repurchase price of stock in the Mer- ceipts. The start, which ranged from
cantile National bank with interest
to Vz cent higher, was followed by
thereon, was returned by a jury In other moderate gains. The close was

the United States district court here
today. While the jury was out Justice Page sent instructions that the
For the purpose of choosing dele ju:-- must bring in a verdict for the
gates to attend the county convention whole amount or nothing.
at the court house next Tuesday, the
INVITED TO LEAVE
republicans of Precinct 29, East Las
Vegas, will hold a primary tonight at
London, Oct. 14. The Amsterdam
the city hall. The county convention
of Reuter's says that
correspondent
can
of
is for the purpose
nominating
Frankfurter
the
Zeitung publishes a
didates for the legislature from San
cc mmunication
from Constatinople
Miguel
countyl . Every republican which
says the British ambassador,
voter in East Las Vegas is requested
Sir Louis Mallet, asked the women
to attend the primary.
of the embassy last Monday to leave
the city and told them:
STEEL FOR MARS
"You must accept the hint without
Pittsburgh, Oct. 14. An order for asking the reasons."
5,000 tons of steel to be used in makKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
ing bayonets was placed here today
Kansas City, Oct. 14. Hogs, receipts
by the French government. Another
steel company received an Inquiry 12,000. Market steady. Bulk $7?.50,
DELE-GATE-

S

y

Robert J. Taupert
Jeweler and Optician

to 2 cents above last
strong at 1
night.
Corn values hardened on account of
wet weather and a result of wheat
to
strength? 'After opening
up, the market seemed inclined to
hold to the top level reached. The
close was steady at .M&M to
cent net advance.
Export sales at New York put firmness Into oats. Belief that the stock
of lard in. Chicago would show a
for the ArsCnalf of October,
the
gave
provision market a lift. The
closing quotations weer as follows:
Wheat, Dec. 1.12; May 1.18.
Corn, Dec. 67; May 70.
Oats, Dec. 48; May 51.
Pork, Jan. $19.02.
Lard, Nov. $10.17; Jan. $19.10.
Ribs, Oct. $11.05;; Jan. $9.90.

A.T.

ft S.F, Watch Inspector
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GOA-L'MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

e

MOEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
of Main
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2

14, 1911.
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WIN I KU SPOUTS AND

HEALTH
In several respects mountain climbing is a peculiarly wholesome form of
itthletic sport fpr the large number
of persons whose vocations are seden
tary. The indoor life which these
persons commonly lead and the pro
tection from even the slightest rigors
of climate which their mode of hous
ing and places of work afford them
are more than likely to render them
oversensitive to the extremes of weather. It is for precisely such unexposed
persons that an. occasional trip to the
highlands and an alpine excursion has
s
most refreshing recuperation and
in store. The heart i3 called
on to exert itself to a degree which,
in an otherwise healthy subject, will
be followed only by the invigoration
characteristic of the exercise. The
advantage is not confined to a single
organ; for the respiratory mechanism,
the entire musculature of the body as
well as the cardiac and circulatory
apparatus, and the general metabolic
processes apparently benefit in ways
not readily definable in accurate scientific terms. In addition to an Inde
finable feeling of well being, consid
trable skill is acquired in certain of
the performances of mountain climb
ing or other feats of alpine sport. The
combination has shown Its wholesome
and invigorating influence on many
an individual suffering from the "fag"
of a life of physical inactivity.
There was a time when the pat
ronage of the mountain resorts was
confined to the summer months. Today winter sports attract visitors to
the same surroundings. It is not, as
a rule, tho invalids who sit on porches
or the lethargic aged who are foiyid
visiting the highland regions inwlnter, but rather those who are- - ready
to participate vigorously-in- the pas
times thai; seal ( for muscular exertion
and endurance,,, Zuntz of Berlin has
recently Investigated the effect of a
.rather severe outing and mountain
climb In the depths of winter, on a
large group of 'physicians ranging In
age from 30 to 60. Their testimony
may be assumed to bo based on intelligent, trained observation. The
evidence indicated that evtn very unusual degrees of muscular activity
under environmental conditions making extreme demands on the heat reg
ulating apparatus! of the body as happens during mountaineering in a snow
storm are as a rule without detri
ment to the participants. On the contrary, even a sedentary person
to either tho exercise or the
rior of the climate may actually exhibit benefits. Those wlio are free
from addiction to alcoholic beverages
and are somewhat used to moderate
ex- daily exercise seem to enjoy tho

I
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The man't talks the; nicest
The one that prays the loudest
The one that playa the loudest
Don't alius pay hi3 bill.

fnllArft. '
nnflnrwf
a rlaVv thinf n iln

a lino,

TTlfn

IV

Ill

The smartest lookin' feller
May be a reg'lar fool;
You're alius kicked the highest
By the meekest lookin' mule.

Sometimes the biggest fishes
Bites the smallest kinds of baits,
An' mighty ugly wimmin
Can make the best of mates.

i

WE WILL MAKE YOU BETTER PRICE CONCESSIONS

stim-lulou-

QUALITY CONSIDERED,

THAN ANY STORE IN THE SOUTHWEST

Correct Styles in

SHOWING OF SHOES
Our complete line is here ready to
supply your wants for Winter footwear. We guarantee that you cannot
buy better shoes anywhere.

i'

:

Ladies' Suits and Coats
The foremost fashions have invaded all the available
space in pur popular Ready to Wear Department. Here
you will find the riches., materials from !( the American
and foreign looms. Some new idea will be shown in the
cut and stylo of each garment.

$1.50 lo $42.50
-.-
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Section Displays
Hosts of Pretty Things

$3.50, $4.00 and $3.00

We want to show you the New Waists. The marvelous
advance in 3tylo and manufacture accounts for the
splendid display In this department. An extraordinary
gathering of Women's Drass Skirts is here for inspection.
We have the best assorted line of Skirts; of any store In
this part of the country. Be sure to see them.

GAGE HATS
You'sTTBuld
seo the New Creations here in Women's Millinery. Prices range from

$3.50 to $12.50

Men's and Boy's Clothing

Dress Goods and Silk,

Our showing of men's and young
men's suits is most complete. The
styles and fabrics are equal to the
best custom made. The prices will
be found surprisingly low.

All the new weavs and colors are
The kind that are extremely pleas,
here in profusion.
Stripes and ing, perfectly, comfortableand give
plaids leads in Silks, whlie Chiffon, excellent wear. We carry acomplete
Broadcloth heads the I?st of woolen line of sizes.
, ft P(!(1t
fabrics. ,,,
,,ara
Wimo 17 DISPLA Y

:

.

Superior Underwear for Men.

.

In Every Department tif our Store we aeShowing
A Representative line of most Desirable Merchandise
cater to all tastes
and all incomes, the
buying public has pa
tronized this store very liberally in past years, making jt
as we believe, a popular store. We have reason to expect
this patronage just as long as we deal fairly and honestly,

BECAUSE

unac-custom-

Ready Made Garment

OUR

MOTTO'PRICE

SELLS,

We

QUALITY

TELLS,

wthe

Store of Quality
f
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PERSONALS

as Cruces Is in
a
brief
stay.
for
the city
(Continued from Page One)
F. Quinn of Albuquerque is among
Las
.:,
in
Vegas.
thRf visitors
H. Wagner of Santa Fe is stopping ernmenv after the fall of Antwerp,
planned to go to London.
at one of the city's hotels. ,
"The Uaseler Nachrichten states
W. F. Martin of Dexter, N. M., is
the Matin of Paris publishes picthat
registered at a local hotel.
afof Dallas is in the tures of the cathedral of Rheims
C. Vaness
that
and
bombardment
showing
ter
the
city for a few days' business.
John A. Selafoy of Logan. N. M the edifice was only slightly damaged.
"The Baseler Nachrichten deduces
is in the city for a brief stay.
tliaC
the French official statement on
of
cleric
E. H. Biernbaum, deputy
is
of The cathedral
destruction
the
in
the
is
today.
city
Mora county,
untrue.
thus
proved
J. B. Kraft of Albuquerque, a dea
"An official telegraphic agency of
tist, is in Las Vegas for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Gates and son Petro?.rad admits vuat the Russians
are among the more recent arrivals. suffered great losses in men and guns
R. A. Smith of Galveston, Tes., is during the September fighting with
registered at one of the local hotels.
Telegram company re- .I L. Dawson of Trinidad is here "Reuter's
from
busiPeking that the Japanese
pcrts
to spend a few days transacting
the German island of
have
occupied
ness.
J. O. Pattott of Chicago is In Las Yap.
"It is reported from Basel that Ger
Vegas today making a few business
man ambulance troops taken prison
calls.
J. F. McLean of St. Joseph, Tex., ers' in France and! returning by way
is among the more recent arrivals of Basel complain they were spat
upon by women in French towns,
here.
their helmets knocked off and that
was
Denver
of
G. E. Van Doom
were kicked by mobs, robbed of
Las
in
they
arrivals
yesterday's
among
their
luggage and all but starved to
Vegas..
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Mahoney of Colo- death."
rado Springs are in the city for a
"" War Is Declared
brief stay.
'.
.J..-'Tfc7
Reed Holloman a prominent attorOct. 14. A Central News
London,
tor
is
in
the city
ney of Tucumcari,
dispatch from Madrid saya it is rea few days.
ported from Lisbon that Portugal nas
L. B. Jacobs and O. E. Navev of
declared war against Germany. The
Chapelle, are stopping here a fe"".v message, which lacks official confir
days to attend to business affairs.
mation, was published in Madrid with
Mrs. Harry W. Kelly of East Las
1
all reserve.
Vegas, N. M., is visiting her sister,
German Minister Leaves
Mrs. James T. Broughal, and Mr.
Cabling from Lisbon the correspondTiroughal, 1306 Lynwood boulevard.
ent of the Central News says it Is
Kansas City Star.
reported that the German minister
Enrique Sena left for Albuquerque to
Portugal and other Germans, residtoday on train No. 1.
in Lisbon are about to leave for
ing
Superintendent F. L. Myers of the Madrid. As a result of the cabinet
Santa Fe returned to Las Vegas today
between the leaders of the
from Trinidad, where he went on meeting
parties and the president
Portuguese
Monday on an Inspection trip.
of the republic, it has been resolved
W, A. Cameron, traveling freight
to convoke congress October 16 In orand passenger agent of the Santa Fe
der to pass a vote for the mobiltzia-tiorailway, from El Paso, is in the city
of the Portuguese troops.
today.
Miss Sadie O'Byrne and Miss Ethel
Lemberg Evacuated
Chambers returned today on train No.
Oct. 14. In a dispatch from
London,
10 from Albuquerque and Santa Fe.
The Hague, the correspondent of the
J. II. "Wagner, city superintendent
company says
of schools at Santa Fe and secretary Exchange Telegram
at The
that
the
delegates
European
of the state teahcers' association, is
Russians
that
announce
the
in Las Vegas ltoday Visiting the Hague
have evacuated Lemberg, Gallcia, after
schools.
a fierce fight. lemberg has been in
reJ, P. Van Houten of Shoemaker
of the Russians since shortturned to his home on train No. 10 possession
the
after
ly
beginning of their Gall-ciatoday after spending several days in
campaign.
Las Vegas on business.
R. M. Smith of

Austro-Hungarian-

'
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n

FOR AMERICANS

AID

Washington, Oct. 14 Funds to relieve needy Americans In Palentine
and Asia Minor will be carried by the
cruiser North Carolina, which the
navy department today ordered from
llersina'no Alexandria, Egypt, to take
on $75,000 In gold.
GEORGE BUY3 STRETCHERS

Reading, Pa., Oct. 14. A local firm
today received a contract from the
50,000
for
government
English
stretchers to be used In carrying
wounded from the field. They are to
be furnished at the rate of 1,000 a
week- -

WEDNESDAY,

GENERAL

OCTOBER

ARREST
J. M. Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

ordered now.
We have a complete line of for.
elgn and domestic suitings, com-

prising all the latest weaves, and
at right prices.
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.

CHAS, LEWIS
TAILOR
at three points were

thrown back with heavy looses; the
passes are held by our army.
"Our advance in Servla proceeds
slowly and binds the Servian main
forces. The Sercian and Montenegrin
forces which have been advancing towards Zarajevo were thrown back In
several fights and are now, rallying
partially toward the Servian, partly
k
towards the Montenegrin and
frontiers."
San-siia-

WILL MAKE PAPERS
WAS TRIBUTE

DEMOCRATS MAKE BID FOR CONDEMNATION OF THE ENTIRE PRESS

Washington, Oct. 14. Proposed taxation of proprietary medicines in the
war revenue bill was ordered stricken
out today by the democrats of the
senate finance committee. Action of
the committee, however, did not include elimination of the proposed tax
on perfumes cosmetics and chewing
gum, which had been added to the
house bilL
The committee also accepted an
amendment to the proposed tax on
shipments of newspapers. This would
eliminate bills of lading in the shipment of newspapers and provide that
all bundles Included in a general package on a single train or other conveyance, should be returned as one
shipment.
In lieu of bills of lading the amendt
ment would require publishers to issue on the fifteenth of each month a
sworn statement of the number of
such shipments made in the preceding month and attach to these statements stamps to the value of one cent
for each shipment. Shipments of
newspapers within the county of publication would be exempted from tax.

that Governor Hunt had ordered
the Arizona state militia to be prepared to proceed to Naco at any time
Colonel C. A. P. Hatfield, commanding
the United States cavalry brigade on
border duty, said he would keep militiamen from going to the border
line, the same as any other
civilians, There was no fighting
last night or early today between the
attacking forces of Governor Maytorena of Sonora and the Carranza garrison at Naco, Sonora.
Not all Sightseer's
Commenting on tne telegram of
Secretary Garrison to Governor Hunt
cci'cerning the situation here, Sheriff
Wheeler and prominent citizens pointed out today that those who had been
wounded
by the fire, of Mexican
troops across the lino were not sightseers. During the fighting between
Naco, Sonora, garrison and the forces
of Governor
Maytorena, women and
children and many men are huddled
in adobe buildings, while the streets
of the town are cleared by the United
States troops.
No school has held sessions for two
weeks, on account of danger from
stray bullets. There have been no
church services and no one but residents or outsiders on urgent business
are allowed on the streets.
ed

D.

T. Hoskins, Cashier.

LAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Harmony Prevails
Reports to the state department to
day from the national convention at
Aguas Calientes, Mexico, continue to
speak of the spirit of harmony, that
prevails and point out several incidents regarded as haroingers of
peace. General Obregon, for instance,
made a speech in defense of a delegate from Villa's division and was
enthusiastically applauded, General
Felipe Angeles was given an ovation
when he proposed that the convention
give consideration to the followers of
Governor Maytorena and General Zapata as factors in the national 'situation.
A special committee was sent by
the convention to escort the Zapata
delegates. As yet the discussion has
been confined to credentials of the
delegates and details of organization.
Will Keep Mllrtla Out
Naco, Ariz., Oct. 14. When inform-

I

t.

For Fall and Winter should be

PAY

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

(Continued From Page One.)

A

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS
CAPITAL STOCK

M

$30,000.00

OFFICE WITH THE SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL BANK

...

.

WM. G. HAYDON
H. W. KELLY

.

presldent
Vice-Preside-

..

D. T. HOSKINS

.

..Treasurer

INTEREST PAID ON DEP0SIT8
EJSESEK

ish, French and Belgian, with some
American stockholders. All foreign
employes were kept In the building
The management made
by troops.
vigorous protests ;to the Brazilian,
French and Belgian legations. A formal protest was registered also with
Carranza.
Carranza later designated Tomas
Rfimos as acting general manager of
the system. The lines of th-- cjmpany
form a network over the entire federal
i&trict, extending for nearly 25 miles
and carrying millions of passengers
monthly.
Due to a depreciation in the Mexican
pesos, the management Informed the
government today of its Inability to
men for
grant the demands of h
shcrter hours and double wages, declaring that passengers ws-- ne w being transported at less than J 14 cents
geld. Immediately thereafter soldiers
took possession of the property.
The act has caused a sensation
here, as the tramway company and
thf' allied Mexican Light and Power
all the
Company, Limited, supply
light, power, heat and transportation
within a radius of 30 miles within the
capital. Joint Investments of allied
companies represent nearly $100,000,- '

33
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$4.85

size

for

Oak

$6.50

Heaters,

11.

.,..

?

15o for 25c Stove Pipe and Elbows.
20c for 35c Coal Hods.
12c for Stove Dampers, any size.
$22.65 for $30 Steel Range,
$24.85

for

$35

Steel Range,

"'''

hole.

for

$13.50
Stove, No. 7.

$9.65

$11.25

for

$15

''.

Steel

PUBMe
SALE
Ml

Cook
-

Steel Cook Stove,

No. 8.

!

.'" ?"

Laundry Stove.
for
Boardst,
Stove
60c
45c for
4c for 10c Coal Shovels.
coll Stove Pipe
4o for
Wire.
Com$L95 for $2.50
five
pounds.
forts,
55c for 75e Infants' Blankets
59o for 85c Feather Pillows.
69c for $1 all Feather
Pillows.
off on all Trunks
and Suit Cases.
Coupons which are worth money
ar given with all Cash Pur
chases.
$3.25

-
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Villa Will Fight
Passengers arriving from Aguas
More Troops Arrive
say that General Villa is 30 band, to meet the candidate and es E. Roberts, Homer City, Pa. "I have
Russians are Retreating
Oct. 14. Troops A iniies north of there with a large force cort him to the court house for the taken it off and on for several yeara
Ariz.,
Douglas,
Manchester, Mass., Oct. 14. Inded
and G of the Thirteenth cavalry ar and determined to fight unless the afternoon and evening sessions, one and it has never failed to give the
pendent of the dally communication
result8.
For eale by all deal
rived here today from Columbus, N. adherents of Carranza agree to a com of which he probably will address.
from the Austrian general staff, the
There is a rumor that the republi ers. Adv.
M., under command of Major S. G. mission form of government.
Austrian embassy has received the
can candidates for legislative honors
Jones. There are now four troops of
following resume ol military operaGerman Property Stolen
will be F. O. Blood, Secundino Romero
AUTO STAGE
United States cavalry on border duty
tions up to October 10:
El Paso, Texas, Oct. 14. Advices and Apolonio A. Sena of Park Springs.
Automobile stage line to Mora tri
here as a result of the attacks on
"Our counter offensive (that goes
Mr. Blood, who is in Kansas at pres weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Satthe Carranza garrison of Agua Prieta, received here today are to the effect
hand in hand with the advance of
con- ent and will not return before the
has
Villa
Francisco
that
General
of
Gov
across the line, by the forces
urday, leaving Las Vegas postoffice
strong German forces toward the Visfiscated property belonging to German convention, is understood to have ex S a. m arriving Mora 9: 45 a. m.
Sonora.
ernor
of
Maytorena
tula line in Russian Poland) has alcitizens In the state of Durango total- pressed a willingness to make the run Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las
Vegas
During the firing last night a bullet
ready successfully advanced to the
dollars. at the call of his party. Mr. Romero, 5:45 p. m. Fare for round
from the Mexican side penetrated the ing the value of a million
$5;
trip,
line' of Rozwadow, Lancut and Sanok
Viila is also reported to have ordered who Is in Denver or en route home one way, $3. Round
trip tickets good
sleeping quarters of an engine house
estates
passes of the Carpathians.
all larges
from there by auto, has steadily re for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop,
and struck the bed of Chester Schott, the confiscation of
"The Russians retreat everywhere;
within his territory, whether owned fused Bince the elections in the state
claimofficials
a
Prieta
fireman.
Agua
WANTED 'Clean cotton rags at
to take
their ddsperate attempts
were first talked of last sprig to
ed that the Yaqul Indians of Mayto- - by foreigners or natives.
OIL COMES DOWN
Przemysl were reputed and they are Optic office.
Today's advices from Chihuahua allow his name to be associated with
New Tork, Oct 14 The Standard
rcna's army had retired in disorder
about to give up the siege.
last night. Two hundred and twenty-fiv- e City state that General Villa dispatch- any office, asserting consistently that Oil Company of New York today anRead The Optic Want Ads.
"The Russian columns that crossed
thousand rounds of ammunition ed 500 soldiers from Chihuahua yes- he is out of politics to stay, may be nounced a reduction on ten points in
Her-rerprevailed lupon to reconsider his de- the price of refined petroleum for exwere taken to Agua Prieta today. Five terday against General Maclovio
who is in revolt against Viila termination for the good of the party, port,
3SS thousand rounds were retained by the
cent3 per
making cases. 10
at Parral. Herrera Is estimated to it is claimed by those In a position to
gallon, tanks 4 cents and standard
garrison arid the remainder was sent
know. Mr, Sena, who is a member white in barrels 8 cents.
General Hill at Naco with 200 more have from 1,500 to 3,000 men.
A Remarkable Guarantee
of the county board of jury commishigh power rifles.
Trouble in New Quarter
sioners, is said to be unwilling to
FRENCH GENERAL KILLED
Our agents are authorized Jo sell
On Board United States Ship West take the nomination because of busi
Trouble in Capital
Cole's original Hot Blast Heater on
London, Ocft. 14. The Exchange
"
Mexico City, Oct. 12 (by courier to Virginia at Sea, Oct'. 13 (via wireless ness engagements with which it would Telegraph company has given, out a
the most rigid guarantee ever made
Vera Cruz, Oot. 14.) The seizure of to San Diego, Oct 14, An expedi- interfere, but ;may be prevailed upon dispatch from Paris saying that Gen--'
Our.,
by any stove manufacturer.
of"
a
to
the Mexico Tramway company's lines tion of 400 of Governor Maytorena's to accept.
era! Marcot, former governor of the
purchaser
every
guarantee'
j
famous French military school of
Cole's Hot Blast Heater is:
by the Carranza government today was Yaqui Indians has arrived at Santa
Sa-nd
Rosalia, on the Gulf of California,
1.
made at the point of the bayone t.
It Always Does the Work
A saving of
in fuel
Cyr, and one of the best known
"1 like Chamberlain's Cough Rem of French generals, has been killed
The Mexican Tramways Company, with the apparent purpose of attemptover any bottom draft stove of tho
same size, with' soft coal, slack or
Limited, is a foreign corporation cap ' ing the conquest of Lower California edy better than any other," writes R.in the fighting north of Assas.
italized at $1,POO,000. Its home oMce for General Villa's revolutionary prop- lignite.
Is in Toronto.
aganda.
use
2. That Cole's Hot Blst will
Rear Admiral Howard, commanding
less hard coal for heating a given
Shortly before .noon soldiers sur-- '
rounded the main fbnilding, occupied the United States Pacific flee Is
space than any base burner made
with the same size fire pot.
by offices and plant, while a dele headed for Santa Rosalia on (lis flagi
....
3.
That the rooms can be heated
gation of officials entered the premises ship, the cruiser West Virginia, and
some
should
arrive
General
(Wed
on
Graves
notice
time,
today
old
served
I
two
at
the
to
and
at
will
hours each morning
sell
from one
public auction
Forsythe pljte c:i
tha. all the books, rolling stock, and nesday).
with the safe coal or har4 coM ,pu,t in
South Pacific Street, Las Vcjjas, N. M., on Ihur&Jjy Oct.
1 ether property of tht company, with
the stove the. evening before? V
22, 1914, the following described stock:
4.
That the stove will hold flree with soft coal or hard coal from
Jhe exception of the cash in vaults,
must be delivered to the chief of po
Saturday night until Monday moiclng until Monday morning without
4 cows with calves by their
One year old Hereford Bull
HERNANDEZ WILL BE
The order was given in the
lice.
attention.
;
;
16 month's Hereford Bull
One
' sides
5. That it will give a uniform heat day and night with soft coal,
name of the supreme chief and was
One 5 year old steer
of
federal
the
the
hard coal or lignite.
HERE
NEXT
UONDAY
governor
17 head of coming 2 aod 3
signed by
23 head coming- 2 year old
6.
district
as long as
That every stove will remain absolutely
year old heifers
steer's
The government explained that the
used.
LEGISLATIVE
REPUBLICAN
34 cows without calves
mensure was a provisional one, taken
J. That the feed door Is and will remain smoke and dust proof.
7 head of calves over 6 months
WILL ADDRESS
In the Interests of public welfare and
8. That the
'
draft prevents puffing.
6 head of ranch horses
old
COUNTY CONVENTION
due to the stoppage of the street car
All we ask is that the stove shall be operated according to diThese cattle are mostly hlyh grade Hcrefords.
traffic of the city at noon of last
All yom
rections and connected up with a good flua
B, C. Hernandez, republican candiwhen the motormen, conducThursday
vaccinated
Black
are
agasnst
CO.
Leg.
COLE HANUFACTURINO
tors, Inspector and shopmen struck be- date for congress, will be in Las
E. C. COLE, Pres.
Sale to commence
cause their demands for a 10!) per Vegas on Monday, October 19, the day
9:30 o'clock A.
on which the republican county con
Terms of Sl.lO weekly Can! Be Arranged On Any Buck's
cent Increase in wages, an eight-hou- r
It is
Heater or Range.
day and recognition of the union were vention will be In session.
YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD
not granted by the company In the planned to organize the convention in
.
I A. II. GERARD,
four hours' time limit specified by the the morning and take recess at noon,
CO.
C! t
f.
Auctioneer.
so that the delegates may go to the
strikers' committee.
Opposite the Y, M. C. A.
Tbe owners of the property arc Engr- - depot in a body, headed by a brass j

REDUCE HiaiUHEATina COST

5c for Pott's Sad Iron Handles.
95o for f 1.25 set or pott's Ironst
$L25 for $1.75 set of Asbestos
Sad Irons.

i

the best in all

a,

Pay Day Snaps

X

BLISS

SAY HE WILL

SUIT

the Carpathians

fl V

14, 1911.
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CITROLAX

14, 1914.
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CITROLAX

CITROLAX

o
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ohe OPTIC

Best tiling tor constipation, sour
stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bowels. Stops a sick headache almost at
once. Gives a most thorough and satisfactory flushing no pain, no nausea.
Keeps your system cleansed,
sweet and wholesome. Ask for
.
O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
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LOBBY

AND

CAR

SHORT ORDERS AN O REGULAR DINNERS
IE3T GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A

DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
Osteopathic Physician
Regular comOffice Crockett Building
munication first and
In Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
third Thursday
each month. Visiting
Residence Phone Main 384
b.vthers cordially in
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M.. H, 8. Van
MONUMENT CO
Petten. Secretary,
Albuquerque. N. M.
215 E. Central
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
13 Years Practical Experience.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
E. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS.
4ns Har conclave second Tues-deIn each month at Ma- GEO. H. HUNKER
sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
Attorney-at-LaRecorder.
Chas.
B.
Tamme,
Smith,
C;
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
A.

COLUMN

SPECIAL MASTER'S SALE
Public, notice is hereby given that
I, the undersigned, by virtue of a de-

RESTAURANT

cree rendered in the District Court

M.

of the Fourth Judicial District of New
Mexico, sitting in and for the County
of San Miguel on August 10, 1914 ,in
a certain cause in said court pending;
said cause being No. 7C16 entitled
Byron T. Mills, Trustee plaintiff vs.
Enrique H. Salazar, et als, defendants,
foreclosure of mortgage, will on the
30th day of November, 1914, at the
hcur of ten o'clock A. M. of said day
OPTIC'S NUMBER MAIM B.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
at the east front door of the court RATES TOR CLASSIFIED
DR. F.'S. HUXMANN
ADVER
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
house in the County of San Miguel,
TISEMENTS
Dentist
In
cation first Monday
each
offer for sale and cell for cash in
Dental work of any description al
month at Masonic Temple
hand to the highest and best bidder, Five cent per line each Insertion.
moderate prices
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brinegar,
to satisfy the sum of $1,690 with in Estimate tlx ordinary words to
Room 1, Canter Block. Office Phone
lint.
H. p.; F. O. Blood, Secre- terest thereon at the rate of 8 per No ad to occupy lest space than two
Main 881. Residence Phone Main 411.
tary."
cent per annum from August 10th, tines All advertisements
charged
1954 on $1500 to dave of sale, judgill be booked at space actually set
O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
ment, together with the further costs without regard to number ef words.
LOCAL TIME CARD
4. Meet! every Monday
evening at
of. this advertisement
and sale, and Cash In sdvlnce preferred.
their hall on Sixth stseeL All tuhhtut
described
JONES-BOWER-
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It Will Be
Done Quickly and
Rightly
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following
premises and
property or such part or parts of said
premises and property as may be ne
cessary to pay the amount aforesaid
with interest, costs, attorneys fees
and expenses of sale,
in San
Miguel county, New Mexico.
That certain lot or parcel of land,
situated in the town of Las Vegas,
New Mexico, and being on the south
side of the Public Plaza or square in
said town of Las Vegas, and measur
ing 4G feet and 10 inches more or less,
frcnt and running back 95 feet in
depth, more or less and bounded on
east side by the property of Charles
I'feld, on the west side by property
formerly of Geoffrion and Desmarais.
on the north with the public
plaza or
square and on the south by the public
street known as Moreno street.
Las Vegas, N. M., Sept. 7. 1914.
H. S. VAN PETTEN.
Snecial Master

brethren cordially invlte-- l to attend.
East Bound
J. Frledenstlne, N. G.; A. T.
Rogers,
v. G.; T. M. Elwood. Secretary: Karl
Arrive
Denn
Wert, Treasurer: C. V. Hedzenek. No. I.... 7:20 p. m...,. 7:4t a.
WANTED Girl tor general house
No.. 4. ...11:64 p.- m...., 11:61 p.
cemetery Trustee.
work at Harvey's Ranch. Address
No. I.... 2:25 a. m
I S a.
Box B, City.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets
I 01 , 6
second and No. II.... 1:25 p. m
fourth Tuesday evening of each
West Bound
WANTED Reliable woman for gen- month Elka"
home on NinO street
Arrive
Depart
eral housework. 725 Sixth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers No, l.... l:lo p. m
1:31 are cordially, invited. Wm. H. Spring- No, I.... 6 : 35 a. m..... 4:40 a. k
WANTED Mlich cow, to keep for er, Exalted
Ruler; D. W. Condon, No. 7..-.-- . 4:20 p. m
4:S p. &
feed during winter,- or will buy if
No. I....
Secretary.
;35 p. m
7:44 p s
Address K-- ,
price is reasonable.
Optic.
KNIGHTd AND LADIES OF 8ECUR- W. T. Huchens, NIcliolson, Ga., had
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets m a severe attack of rhsumatism.
His
WANTED Boarders and roomers by W. O. W.
hall, Sixth street, on the feet, ankles and jointe were swollen,
at
718
month, week or day
Lincoln. first and third Mondays of each and
moving about wa3 very painful.
Good home cooking.
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and He was certainly In a bad way when
Ladles always welcome O. L. Free- he started to take Foley Kidney Pills.
man, President; Miss Cora Montague, He eays, "Just a few doses made mo
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local feel better, and now my pains and
MODERN light housekeeping rooms Deputy, 908 Jackson
avenue; Z. W. rheumatism are all goae and I sleep
with sleeping porch. 1030 Fifth Montague Assistant Deputy,
1011 all night long."
O. G. Schaefer and
street.
Sixth street, East Lu Vegas, N. 1L
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

Wanted

-

to-wi- t:

For Rent

When your food does not digest
well and you feel "blue," tired and FOR RENT 'A
high grade Kingsbury L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second ant
discouraged, you should use a, little
upright piano, made by the Cable
fourth
Thursday evening eaeh
HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the
Co1., Chicago; or will sell for $125.
month at Vf. O. W. hall. VIsitlna
bowels, purifies the system and re
Rosenthal Furniture Company.
brothers cordially Invited. Howard
stores a fine feeling of health and
Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
Price 50c. Sold by Central
Drug Co. Adv.
MODERN WOODMEN, OF AMERICA
You will like their positive action. FOR SALE Second hand heaters at
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
snap prices. The Rosenthal Furni- Love at O. R. C.
They have a tonic effect on the bowhall, on the second
ture Company, opposite Y. ML C. A. and
els, and give a wholesome, thorough
fourth Tuesdays of each month at
8 p. m.
cleaning to the entire bowel tract.
J. S. Nelson, Consul; G.
Stir the liver to healthy activity and
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo
ROCIADA MERCANTILE CO..
keep etomach sweet. Constipation, Dealers In Choice Timothy
cal Deputy. Visiting members are esHay and
headache, dull, tired feeling never af
pecially welcome and cordially Invited.
Grain of All Kinds
fect those who use Foley Cathartic
Located at Regensberg BrothTablets.. Only 25c O. G. Schaefer
ers' old stand, 1122 National Ave.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD NO
and Red Cross Drug Store. Ad v.
Send Us Your Orders
102 Meets every Monday
night to
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue a'
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are cor
dially welcome. js T. Buhler, Preel
dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary;
C. H, Baily, Treasurer.

Must Wed Under Eugenic Laws.
Port Jervis, N. Y. Mrs. Fred Sleudt,
a widow, sixty-ninwho purchased the
release from the navy of George C.
so that she might
Hauff, twenty-four- ,
marry him, found that under the
Wayne county eugenic laws she will
have to obtain a physician's certificate
before the ceremony will be

For Culo

Tr'n.n
U u'u

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN
CIL NO. 804. Meeu second an
:curth Thursday In O. R. C. hall
Pioneer building. Visiting memben
are cordially Invited. Richard Devint
G. K.; Frank Angel, V. 8.

um,

Find $40,000 In Walls of House.
Binghamton, N. Y. Workmen tear-ln-g
down the cottage of Orrin Beck-wit- h
and his wife, both of whom had
died in apparent poverty, found
concealed in the walls in various
farts of the building.
S40,-00-

Check

2,000
1,000

200
50
Less

There Is such reaay action In Foley
Kidney Pills, you feel their healing
from the very first dose. Backache,
weak, sore kidneys, painful bladder
and irregular action disappear with
their use. O. Palmer, Green Bay,
Wis., says :"My wife is rapidly re
covering her health and strength, due
solely to Foley Kidney Pills." O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Stora
Adv.

pounds or More, each dllvery
pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
pounds to 1,000 pounds, each delivery
pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery
than 60 pounds, each delivery...

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

per
per
per
per
per

100 lbs.
100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storera and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Maide Las Vegas Famous,
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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New York Salcsro
32 Warren Street
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FIND WHAT YOU WANT

ADS

--

km

SELL WHAT YOU

CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom
MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth

BUT

WANT

among those who

most

THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless it were advertised here,
OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
I
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical instruments.
,
fj

..''

uW J m
Merideo
Connecticut

0

Kidney Trouble at Once

RETAIL PRICES
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o
o
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Optic Pub

f--
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WANT ADS are Inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S
FIED. Try thorn.
,

SATIS-

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

I EVEN

14, 1914.
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Pay a year's subscription to the Daily Optic and

e

get your choice of the following Magazines
For Twelve flonths:

mm
THE WOMEN'S HOME

COMPANION
1

THE HATIOHAL SPORTSMAf

with the
By placing your subscription at once, you can begin
issue of the Magazine of your choice without being

January
CULL

bothered by any possible delay
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$6.00

The Daily Optic for one year

$7 oo

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic and one
Hagazine for one year

(is

111 SKIHPTI1

BY MAIL

BY CARRIER

1

LEAVE

The Daily Optic and one
Hagazine for one year

$7.5o

$6.50
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LA8 VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

ability of the roots to reach the mois
ture. Land near Raton has been found
MUTUAL THEATER
Duthrough experimentation by the
Bridge 3t
excellent winDYN1IITE PLOWING pont people, to produce
ter wheat when treated with the dynaFirst Show Starts at 7.15
mite system of plowing. A field ripTHE DUPONT POWDER COMPANY ped open by dynamite was sown to
WEDNESDAY
SENDS A MAN HERE TO ENvbeat while one plowed by the old
"Parson
Larkin's Wife"
LIGHTEN THE FARMERS
method was just as carefully sown
(Two-ree- l
Feature
Broncho)
with the same kind of seed. The dynamore
cent
"The
40
Emperor's Spy"
Through the enterprise of Hallett mited field produced one per was not
that
the
(Thanhouser)
Raynolds a series of experiments in wheat than did
plowing by dynamite Is to tie con- dnamlted.
the farmers,
flicted near Las Vegaa this week by The nubile, especially
conthe
see
experiments
to
Invited
is
a representative of the Dupont Powwhen
results
the
watch
der company, F. Quinn, who arrived ducted and to
Mr. Ray- grow.
here this morning. Mr. Raynolds and the crops begin tosome
LOCAL
time
ago of
Mr Quinn left for the country porly Wds, having read
use of dynamite in plowing, wrote
today. It was stated that they con- the
. DuDont
neople, who agreed to
ilio
Cutler Brothers, Insurance. Northtemplated having the experiments
to make demonstra west corner
conducted tomorrow on the Juan Ber-ii- send a man here
of Plaza. Adv.
conduct experiments
ranch, six miles north of Las tions and
Old Taylor vThTskey and Sherwood
Vegas.
R-evening,
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
At
hall.
o
Thursday
Rye
In
Is
an
used
breaking
Dynamite
social and
pie
18,
October
pumpkin
been
subsoil
and
has
impervious
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
found to he effective in producing five cents dance. Given by the Royal
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
Adv.
better
the
because
of
Neighbors.
large crops,
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
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RUSSETS

FANCY TABLE PEARS

FLEMISH BEAUTY
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Fruit and
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our heaters, or
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JOHN II. YORK

marriage license was issued yesterday to Carolina Montano, aged 17,
of East Las Vegas, and Charles Garner, aged 20, of Las Vegas.

Grocer and Baker

F. K. Riley, day cterk at the Cas- taneda hotel is confined to his room gering illness, will be held from the
vilhfan acute attack of tonsllit'.s. First Methodist .church tomorrow
mcrning at 10:30 o'clock, the Rev.
Just received, a beautiful new line E. C. Anderson officiating. Mrs. Nut
of Millinery to. be closed out
ting was the wife or William J. Nut
off. Mrs. Annie St$ndish4--Adting, a member of the local office
staff of the Santa Fe. They came to
The Ladies' Aid society of the M. E. Las Vegas a little over a year ago for
church will hold (heir annual bazaar Mrs. Nutting's- health. Interment will
November ,17, Secretary Grace Stars. occur- in Ih'tidd, rlfo'ws1 cemetery
Adv.
under thef direction of J. C. Tohnsen

ABSOLUTELY FREE

half ran of goal

Sale starts Saturday the 10th Until Saturday Oct. 17th

Lament1
Get

For Cash Only

is

our prices, we can save you money and remember we

give you Dalf Ton of Coal absolutely Free.

Page

Furniture

Phone Vegas

Son.

The case of J. Hilario Montoya
NOTICE
against. T. B. Catron and others, InNo shooting, hunting or fishing al
volving lands in the Antonio Ortiz
gi ant, was being heard before District lowed on what is known as the' A! G.
Judge David J. Leahy this morning Gree'tf'lake and' ranch, north t the
in chambers.
city. Trespassers will "be prosecuted
to extent of law.1 ""
Both yesterday and last night were
A. G. GREEN,
Mrs. P. O. N1SSON,
unusually cold for this season of the
year. The maximum yesterday was
49, while the minimum temperature
ELLEDGE WITHDRAWS
last night was 20 degrees, according
J. E. Elledge, who was nominated
to the volunteer weather observer at by the democratic convention not long
the New Mexico Normal University.
to lay his head on the sacrificial
blick for the legislature in the com
SUIT SALE
ing elections, says that he has withFifteen women's suits on sale, $17.50 drawn from the fight It is not known
to ?30 values, now $11.67 to $20, We whose-- name will be substituted for
have placed 15 on sale. They are his. No one had, been found up to a
made of the most substantial, nobby late hour th,is afternoon to accept
materials and are designed for worn-e- i the empty honSr.
with
conservative tastes. See
them at Bacharach's. Adv.
!
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While practicing with the football
last night, Frank H. H. Roberts, Jr., quarterback on the Normal
GO TO RQSWELL
eleven, suffered the painful wrenching of the tendons in his left leg. He
will be unable to play the remainer
POPULAR
CLERGYMETHODIST
of the season, it is stated by his
MAN GETS PROMOTION TO
squad

WE WILL GIVE
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kinds
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T1rIE CASH GROCER

LARGER

FIELD

Roy C. Engels, who conducts the
Bishop Francis J. McConnell, who
Kcibo dairy two miles out on the Mora
pa&sed through here this afternoon
road, and who came to this section on train No. 10, on his
way from Tuc
only 11 months ago from Central son, Ariz., to his home in
Denver, an
Park, Neb, took two first prizes and nounced that Rev. B. C. Anderson,
one second prize in the county fair.
pastor of the First Methodist church
He showed some fine farm products.
here, would be transferred soon to
Also, his little boy took first prize in Eoswell.
Rev. Henry Van Valken-burgClass B (children from two to three
,
of the church in
pastor
years old) in the baby contes'..
will be removed to Tucson. Mr.
Van
The Philomathiaa, society of the tor Valkenburgh formerly was pas
of the First Methodist church
Normal University will hold an open
here, having been stationed in Las
Ron-well-

Undertaking Co.
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Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

for 'Pure

0
ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills
It ilia Home

Of

The

lest

meeting
Friday evening at the Vegas for three
years.
Normal
auditorium, at which time Mr. Anderson has been
pastor of the
there will be a joint debate between
Methodist church here for five years.
members of the Philomathian society
He is popular with hia congregation
and the Trlgonian society .on the and
with the citizens In general. He
question: "Resolved, that the present will be
greatly missed, but his friends
war in Europe will result in a bene- will
be glad to learn that he has been
fit to the people of the world."
to a
.

knows Jthere is no economy in
inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she kuows the best
is the cheapest. That is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour , exclusively. A
trial will tell you why in unmis-- "
takable terms. Order a aek to- -
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assigned

daggers, and another
crate of glasses such as
put names and mottoes
thieves were blamed for
MRS. NUTTING'S

CLASSIFY

CALL FOR PRIMARY

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the

A

past forty yefars is extended by the
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

vative Bank.
ESTABLISHED 1ST
Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

AVE
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On Coal this

n..

Winter with a
HOWARD

Of

The most
wonderful
fuel saver

known to man.
The most heat for the
least amount of fuel,
J.

w

flAYVMRO

CO.

FUNERAL

AMADOR ULIBARRI,
MARTIN DELGADO,

HARVEY'S IS OPEN
Funeral services for Mrs. Irene J.
Nutting, who died yesterday morning
Carriage out Saturday morning,
at the Las Vegas hospital after a lin- - Leave orders at Murphey'a. Adv.
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OUR EASY TERMS
Our Service

are the most liberal ever offered.
our treatment most courteous.
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Clean

We are the only car load buyers of Heaters and Ranges
in Las Vegas, selling direct to the retailer. We' have every
well known style, go you'll not find it hard to be pleased.

..

Agenis

TUBES

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski-

n

ALL WOEK DONE AT

SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PEEFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
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TOO RAD!

You

didn't get

your FORD out

We have ordered another car load

Will soon be here so
get ready for him.

STOOE

C. JOHNSEN

Exclusive

to the county convention'td
was out a paired and completely furnished; two delegates
be
held
on
lots
well Improved.
October 19.
Price $000.00.
he used to
.
INVESTMENT
Signed
AND
AGENCY
COR
on. Sneak
"
W. B. STAFF,
PORATION
the loss.
'
FELIX B. GARCIA,
603 Lincoln Avenue
FIDEL ORTIZ,

Everyig Eatable

i
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HEATER

bigger church, where he

that he had lost

27

TO

of our last shipment.

ries, Currents, Ra.isens, Lemon Peel,
Orcvnge Peel and Citron
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That every citizen should be a jwli- tician is the opinion of Ralph C. Ely,
chairman of the republican state central committee, who made a few remarks last night at the annual meeting of the Commercial club. Mr. Ely
doubtless because of the
nature of the gathering, did not bring
partisan political issues into his remarks. He stated that the republican
voter should make it a point to at
tend every republican primary and
devote as much interest to the selection of good officers for his city, his
county and his state as he would to
the employment of good men to handle important business interests belonging to him. The democratic voter
should do likewise, as should the progressive, Mn. Ely believes.
Mr. Ely declared that politics cannot be dissociated from business, as
political activity has a quick and definite effect, lupon business. Politics
has a 'direct effect upon the development of a hew. state, the people, by
selecting the proper officers and ap
proving the proper policies, making
it possible to bringabout the utilization of resources, ,'previously, unapprp,-yriiiieu 10 me puuuc goou. . r
Mr. Ely said there are two ways of
developing a state. One is to bring
in immigration, another is to develop
the people already residing in the
state and get them to make use of
the states resources. Ely said he believed quite firmly in the efficacy of
both methods, but was inclined to be
lieve that "at( home" development in
New Mexico is greatly needed. He
said the native people
should be
taught better means of farming as
they have the ability to create for
thmselves a much greater degree of
prosperity than they now en joy. Mr.
Ely declared that the prosperity of
our neighbor means our own success.
and he suggested that New Mexico
take greater pains to educate the
farming population in the science of
their calling, that all classes might
prosper.
Mr. Ely said the growth of this
state must be based on truth,. He said
all advertising matter
descriptive of
New Mexico must be truthful, so that
settlers brought here will. not find
themselves up against greater expense or difficulty in subduing the
soil than they had expected. He declared that this state has possibilities
that will attract settlers from other
parts of the country, and from other
nations. He said the truth will not
scare them away from New Mexico,
but that, they must know what to ex
pect when they come here; otherwise
they will make a failure and go away.
after spending their savings, disap
pointed and full of knocks for the
new state.
Mr, Ely told of the wonderful ad
vancement of the values of land in
the neighborhood of Deming, his home
city, where irrigation is done by pump
ing. He said the lands of San Miguel
county, if properly watered and used
in dairying, will
produce more prosperity than an equal amount of Deming land. Mr. Ely said it would be
advisable for the state to Interest it
self in the fostering of the dairy

CALL FOR PRIMARY
...
will draw a larger salary. Bishop McThe ups and downs of a carnival comConnell probably will appoint a clerThe republicans of precinct No. 6
pany are chiefly downs, according to gyman from the
east to succeed Mr. will hold a primary election at tne ofbelief
thy
of the members of the trav- Anderson.
fice of Justice of the Peace Felix Gareling company thas recently showed
cia y Gutierrez on Bridge street on
on a yacant lot in Las Vegas. When
FOR SALE
Wednesday evening --October, 14..at 8
therpacked up to leave one of the cono'clock, for "the purpose iof-Four
room
adobe
re
house, newly
cessionaries found
electing

JKist IPLeceived
i

BY
URGES PARTICIPATION
ALL THE PEOPLE IN ALL
PUBLIC AFFAIRS

LATE

The republicans of Precinct 29 will
FOR REXT Nicely furnished house- hold a primary election at the city
keeping rooms, modern, private fam- h&U on Wednesday evening, October.
from car line 14, at 8 o'clock, for the purpose of
ily, one block
1103 Lincoln avenue.
Phone Main electing delegates to the county conS67.
vention to be held cn October 19.
Signed
J. H. YORK,
FOR SALE One hot blast coal stove,
J. S. DUNCAN,
good as new, one large wood stove.
M. M. PADGETT,
Apply to H. P. Browne, Photoplay
Committee.
:
theater.
WANTED Clean cotton rags at
Jhserlhe for rie Ot)Me
Optic office.
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PURE AND SWEET

ELY

Mission Grapes

A

GRIMES GOLDEN

POLITICIA

Concord Grapes

i

EATING APPLES

SHOULD BE A

Jersey Sweet
Potatoes

al

JONATHANS

EVERY CITIZEN

Spring Chickens

NEWS

DELICIOUS

14, 1914.
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WE CAN PLEASE YOU
s

Veis Slram Laundry

of

these famous little cars to

shipped immediately.

be

Plan on getting your machine
this time.

EARLY

GOAS. ILFELB GO.
Agents fof Tlsa Ford

